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Online speech governance stands at an inflection point. The state 
of emergency that platforms invoked during the COVID-19 pandemic is 
subsiding, and lawmakers are poised to transform the regulatory 
landscape. What emerges from this moment will shape the most important 
channels for communication in the modern era and have profound 
consequences for individuals, societies, and democratic governance. 
Tracing the path to this point illuminates the tasks that the institutions 
created during this transformation must be designed to do. This history 
shows that where online speech governance was once dominated by the 
First Amendment tradition’s categorical and individualistic approach to 
adjudicating speech conflicts, that approach became strained, and online 
speech governance now revolves around two other principles: proportion-
ality and probability. Proportionality requires no longer focusing on the 
speech interest in an individual post alone, but also taking account of 
other societal interests that can justify proportionate limitations on 
content. But the unfathomable scale of online speech makes enforcement 
of rules only ever a matter of probability: Content moderation will always 
involve error, and so the pertinent questions are what error rates are 
reasonable and which kinds of errors should be preferred. Platforms’ 
actions during the pandemic have thrown into stark relief the centrality 
of these principles to online speech governance and also how undertheo-
rized they remain. This Article reviews the causes of this shift from a 
“posts-as-trumps” approach to online speech governance to one of systemic 
balancing and what this new era of content moderation entails for 
platforms and their regulators.  
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Twitter being abused to instill fear, to silence your voice, or to undermine 
individual safety, is unacceptable. 

— @TwitterSafety, October 3, 20201 
 
A commitment to expression is paramount, but we recognize the internet 

creates new and increased opportunities for abuse. For these reasons, when we limit 
expression we do it in service of one or more of the following values: Authenticity . . . 
Safety . . . Privacy . . . Dignity. 

— Monika Bickert, Facebook Vice President, Global Policy 
Management, September 12, 20192 

 
I have to admit that I’ve struggled with balancing my values as an American, 

and around free speech and free expression, with my values and the company’s 
values around common human decency. 

— Steven Huffman, Reddit CEO, June 29, 20203 

INTRODUCTION 

On March 6, 2020, Facebook announced it was banning ads for 
medical face masks across its platforms to prevent people from trying to 
exploit the COVID-19 public health emergency for commercial gain.4 A 
month later, the New York Times reported that Facebook’s ban was 
hampering volunteer efforts to create handsewn masks for medical 
professionals, as Facebook’s automated content moderation systems over-
enforced the mask-ad ban.5 At the same time, BuzzFeed reported, Facebook 
was still profiting off scammers running mask ads not caught by those same 
systems.6 On June 10, 2020, Facebook noted that authorities’ guidance on 

                                                                                                                           
 1. Twitter Safety (@TwitterSafety), Twitter (Oct. 3, 2020), https://twitter.com/ 
TwitterSafety/status/1312498519094091779 (on file with the Columbia Law Review) 
(emphasis added). 
 2. Monika Bickert, Updating the Values that Inform Our Community Standards, 
Facebook: Newsroom (Sept. 12, 2019), https://about.fb.com/news/2019/09/updating-the 
-values-that-inform-our-community-standards [https://perma.cc/8MF6-N8WV] [hereinaf-
ter Bickert, Updating the Values]. 
 3. Casey Newton, Reddit Bans r/The_Donald and r/ChapoTrapHouse as Part of a 
Major Expansion of Its Rules, Verge (June 29, 2020), https://www.theverge.com/2020/ 
6/29/21304947/reddit-ban-subreddits-the-donald-chapo-trap-house-new-content-policy-
rules (on file with the Columbia Law Review) [hereinafter Newton, Reddit Bans]. 
 4. Guy Rosen, An Update on Our Work to Keep People Informed and Limit 
Misinformation About COVID-19, Facebook: Newsroom (Apr. 16, 2020), https://about.fb. 
com/news/2020/04/covid-19-misinfo-update [https://perma.cc/6JMQ-GAV9] [hereinaf-
ter Rosen, Facebook COVID-19 Update] (last updated May 12, 2020). 
 5. Mike Isaac, Facebook Hampers Do-It-Yourself Mask Efforts, N.Y. Times (Apr. 5, 
2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/05/technology/coronavirus-facebook-masks.ht 
ml (on file with the Columbia Law Review). 
 6. Craig Silverman, Facebook Banned Mask Ads. They’re Still Running., BuzzFeed 
News (May 13, 2020), https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/facebook-
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wearing masks had “evolved” since the start of the pandemic, and the ban 
would be scaled back to permit promotion of nonmedical masks.7 This was 
well after many experts had begun recommending masks,8 but only shortly 
after the WHO changed its guidance.9 

This mask-ad ban example is a microcosm of the key challenges of 
content moderation on the largest social media platforms. The scale at 
which these platforms operate means mistakes in enforcing any rule are 
inevitable: It will always be possible to find examples of both false positives 
(taking down volunteer mask makers) and false negatives (mask ads being 
approved to run on the site). In writing and enforcing a mask-ad ban, then, 
the issue is not simply whether such a ban is good in principle but also how 
to make trade-offs between speed, nuance, accuracy, and over- or under-
enforcement. Whether to enact a ban in the first place is fraught too. 
Platforms justified their unusually interventionist approach to false infor-
mation in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic in part because there 
were more clear-cut “authoritative” sources of information, such as the 
WHO, to which they could defer.10 So what should platforms do when, as 
in the case of masks, those authorities increasingly contradict scientific 
consensus, or in other contexts where such clearly identifiable authorities 
do not exist? 

There are no easy answers, but moving the project of online speech 
governance forward requires asking the right questions. Instead of think-
ing about content moderation through an individualistic lens typical of 
constitutional jurisprudence, platforms, regulators, and the public at large 
need to recognize that the First Amendment–inflected approach to online 
speech governance that dominated the early internet no longer holds. 
Instead, platforms are now firmly in the business of balancing societal 
interests and choosing between error costs on a systemic basis. This Article 
shows that these choices are endemic to every aspect of modern online 
speech governance and suggests that this requires a recalibration of our 
                                                                                                                           
mask-ads-ban-zestads-coronavirus [https://perma.cc/8Q8E-H7WW] [hereinafter Silverman, 
Facebook Mask-Ad Ban]. 
 7. Rob Leathern, Allowing the Promotion of Non-Medical Masks on Facebook, 
Facebook for Business (June 10, 2020), https://www.facebook.com/business/news/allow 
ing-the-promotion-of-non-medical-masks-on-facebook [https://perma.cc/R788-X6R7] (last 
updated Aug. 19, 2020). 
 8. See Zeynep Tufekci, Jeremy Howard & Trisha Greenhalgh, The Real Reason to 
Wear a Mask, Atlantic (Apr. 22, 2020), https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/ 
04/dont-wear-mask-yourself/610336 (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (discussing 
advice from experts to wear masks). 
 9. Sarah Boseley, WHO Advises Public to Wear Face Masks When Unable to Distance, 
Guardian (June 5, 2020), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jun/05/who-chan 
ges-advice-medical-grade-masks-over-60s [https://perma.cc/JGV5-7JPL]. 
 10. See, e.g., Press Release, Facebook, Facebook Press Call 17 (Mar. 18. 2020), 
https://about.fb.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/March-18-2020-Press-Call-Transcript 
.pdf [https://perma.cc/3XCR-PD8M] [hereinafter Facebook Press Call] (“[T]he WHO for 
example . . . have broad trust and a government mandate on [COVID-19] in a way that in 
other domains there just (isn’t) something like that.”). 
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understanding of content moderation—the systems for writing and en-
forcing the rules for what social media platforms allow on their services. 

This project of recalibration is urgent: Online speech governance 
stands at an inflection point. Lawmakers in the United States and abroad 
are poised to radically transform the existing legal landscape (and in some 
cases have already started doing so);11 platforms are both trying to get 
ahead of these developments and playing catch-up to societal demands for 
more responsible content moderation through self-regulatory innovations 
and reforms.12 Content moderation entered a “state of emergency” during 
the COVID-19 pandemic,13 but the emergency is starting to subside. The 
governance institutions that emerge from this upheaval will define the 
future of online speech and, with it, modern public discourse.  

Designing these institutions requires understanding the evolution of 
platform governance so far and what this reveals about the underlying dy-
namics of content moderation. That story shows that content moderation 
on major platforms, once dominated by a categorical and individualistic 
conception of online speech rights, is now crafted around two different 
precepts: proportionality and probability. That is, content moderation is a 
question of systemic balancing :  Rules are written to encompass multiple 
interests, not just individual speech rights, and with awareness of the error 
rates inherent in enforcing any rule at the truly staggering scale of major 
platforms. 

Recognizing this shift illuminates the nature of adjudication 
required.14 Decisions centered around proportionality and probability are 
different in kind. Proportionality necessitates intrusions on rights being 
justified, and greater intrusions having stronger justifications.15 In consti-
tutional systems, proportionality takes various doctrinal forms but always 
involves a balancing test that requires the decisionmaker to balance 

                                                                                                                           
 11. See Spandana Singh, Everything in Moderation: An Analysis of How Internet 
Platforms Are Using Artificial Intelligence to Moderate User-Generated Content 9–11 
(2019), https://d1y8sb8igg2f8e.cloudfront.net/documents/Everything_in_Moderation_ 
2019-07-15_142127_tq36vr4.pdf [https://perma.cc/96D9-CUW9]. 
 12. See, e.g., Evelyn Douek, “What Kind of Oversight Board Have You Given Us?”, U. 
Chi. L. Rev. Online (May 11, 2020), https://lawreviewblog.uchicago.edu/2020/05/11/fb-
oversight-board-edouek [https://perma.cc/V329-H8Y8] (exploring the design and 
potential of the Facebook Oversight Board, an “unprecedented experiment in content 
moderation governance”). 
 13. Evelyn Douek, The Internet’s Titans Make a Power Grab, Atlantic (Apr. 18, 2020), 
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/04/pandemic-facebook-and-twitter-
grab-more-power/610213 (on file with the Columbia Law Review) [hereinafter Douek, The 
Internet’s Titans]. 
 14. See Alec Stone Sweet & Jud Mathews, Proportionality Balancing and Constitutional 
Governance: A Comparative and Global Approach 13–14 (2019) [hereinafter Stone Sweet 
& Mathews, Proportionality Balancing and Constitutional Governance] (noting that 
different conceptions of rights “produce different approaches to rights adjudication”). 
 15. Vicki C. Jackson, Constitutional Law in an Age of Proportionality, 124 Yale L.J. 
3094, 3117–18 (2015). 
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societal interests against individual rights.16 This emphasis on justification 
and balancing therefore takes the decisionmaker from being a mere 
“taxonomist[]”17 (categorizing types of content) to grocer (placing com-
peting rights and interests on a scale and weighing them against each 
other)18 or epidemiologist (assessing risks to public health).19 This task 
requires much greater transparency of reasoning.  

Meanwhile, a probabilistic conception of online speech acknowledges 
that enforcement of the rules made as a result of this balancing will never 
be perfect, and so governance systems should take into account the inevi-
tability of error and choose what kinds of errors to prefer.20 The conscious 
acceptance of the fact that getting speech determinations wrong in some 
percentage of cases is inherent in online speech governance requires 
being much more candid about error rates, which can allow for the 
calibration of rulemaking to the practical realities of enforcement.   

The arrival of this new era in online speech governance is increasingly 
apparent, even if usually only implicitly acknowledged. Professor Jonathan 
Zittrain has observed a move from a “rights” era of online governance to 
a “public health” one that requires weighing risks and benefits of speech.21 
Professor Tim Wu describes the “open and free” speech ideal of the first 
twenty years of the internet changing “decisively” to a “widespread if not 
universal emphasis among the major platforms . . . on creating ‘healthy’ 
and ‘safe’ speech environments online.”22 Contract for the Web, founded 
by Tim Berners-Lee, inventor of the World Wide Web, has called for 
companies to address the “risks created by their technologies,” including 
their online content, alongside their benefits.23 It is now fairly common to 
hear calls that “[c]ontent moderation on social platforms needs to balance 
the impact on society with the individual rights of speakers and the right 

                                                                                                                           
 16. Richard H. Fallon, Jr., Strict Judicial Scrutiny, 54 UCLA L. Rev. 1267, 1296 (2007). 
 17. Kathleen M. Sullivan, Post-Liberal Judging: The Roles of Categorization and 
Balancing, 63 U. Colo. L. Rev. 293, 293 (1992). 
 18. Id. at 293–94. 
 19. John Bowers & Jonathan Zittrain, Answering Impossible Questions: Content 
Governance in an Age of Disinformation, Harv. Kennedy Sch. Misinfo. Rev., Jan. 2020, at 1, 
4–5. 
 20. See infra section II.B. 
 21. See Jonathan Zittrain, Three Eras of Digital Governance 1 (Sept. 15, 2019) 
(unpublished manuscript), https://www.ssrn.com/abstract=3458435 (on file with the 
Columbia Law Review) [hereinafter Zittrain, Three Eras]. 
 22. Tim Wu, Will Artificial Intelligence Eat the Law? The Rise of Hybrid Social-
Ordering Systems, 119 Colum. L. Rev. 2001, 2009 (2019) [hereinafter Wu, Will Artificial 
Intelligence Eat the Law]. 
 23. Principle 6: Develop Technologies that Support the Best in Humanity and 
Challenge the Worst, Cont. for the Web, https://contractfortheweb.org/principles/ 
principle-6-develop-technologies-that-support-the-best-in-humanity-and-challenge-the-worst 
[https://perma.cc/L4F2-7DNJ] (last visited Oct. 23, 2020). 
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for people to consume the content of their choice.”24 A civil rights audit 
of Facebook admonished the company for still taking an unduly “selective 
view of free expression as Facebook’s most cherished value” without 
accounting for impacts on other rights.25  

Facebook’s update to the “values” that inform its Community 
Standards is perhaps the starkest example of the dominance of this new 
paradigm.26 Where once Facebook emphasized connecting people,27 it 
now acknowledges that voice should be limited for reasons of authenticity, 
safety, privacy, and dignity.28 As a result, “Although the Community 
Standards do not explicitly reference proportionality, the method de-
scribed . . . invokes some elements of a traditional proportionality test.”29 
Similarly, Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey has acknowledged that Twitter’s early 
rules “likely over-rotated on one value” and the platform would now root 
its rules in “human rights law,”30 which includes a proportionality test.31 

Similarly, there has been increasing acknowledgment that enforce-
ment of rules will never be perfect.32 That is, content moderation will 
always be a matter of probability. Tech companies and commentators 
accept that the volume of speech made tractable and, therefore, in some 
sense governable as a result of that speech migrating online makes it 

                                                                                                                           
 24. Mathew Ingram, Former Facebook Security Chief Alex Stamos Talks About 
Political Advertising, Galley by CJR, https://galley.cjr.org/public/conversations/-LyjQ 
OoPX4-yK-H78Mw6 (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (last visited Oct. 23, 2020) 
(emphasis added). 
 25. Facebook’s Civil Rights Audit—Final Report 9 (2020), https://about.fb.com/wp-
content/uploads/2020/07/Civil-Rights-Audit-Final-Report.pdf [https://perma.cc/E5SX-C 
PWK]. 
 26. See Bickert, Updating the Values, supra note 2. 
 27. See, e.g., Note from Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook: Newsroom (Apr. 27, 2016), 
https://newsroom.fb.com/news/2016/04/marknote [https://perma.cc/9QAG-ESGL] 
(stating Facebook’s mission as “mak[ing] the world more open and connected”). 
 28. See Evelyn Douek, Why Facebook’s “Values” Update Matters, Lawfare (Sept. 16, 
2019), https://www.lawfareblog.com/why-facebooks-values-update-matters [https://perma 
.cc/3ZDK-VXPK] [hereinafter Douek, Why Facebook’s Update Matters]. 
 29. Matthias C. Kettemann & Wolfgang Schulz, Setting Rules for 2.7 Billion: A (First) 
Look into Facebook’s Norm-Making System: Results of a Pilot Study 20 (Hans-Bredow-
Institut Working Paper No. 1, 2020), https://www.hans-bredow-institut.de/uploads/med 
ia/default/cms/media/k0gjxdi_AP_WiP001InsideFacebook.pdf [https://perma.cc/8EB5-
XSVS]. 
 30. Jack Dorsey (@jack), Twitter (Aug. 10, 2018), https://twitter.com/jack/status/ 
1027962500438843397 (on file with the Columbia Law Review). 
 31. See, e.g., David Kaye, Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and 
Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression, at 4, U.N. Doc. 
A/HRC/38/35 (Apr. 6, 2018) (identifying “proportionality” as one of the requirements for 
“State limitations on freedom of expression”). 
 32. See, e.g., Monika Bickert, Facebook, Charting a Way Forward: Online Content 
Regulation 7 (2020), https://about.fb.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Charting-A-
Way-Forward_Online-Content-Regulation-White-Paper-1.pdf [https://perma.cc/2E37-RR 
RH] [hereinafter Bickert, Charting a Way Forward] (“[I]nternet companies’ enforcement 
of content standards will always be imperfect.”). 
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unrealistic to expect rules to be applied correctly in every case.33 The 
discourse is (slowly) shifting from simple exhortations to “do better” and 
“nerd harder,”34 to more nuanced conversations about how to align 
incentives so that all relevant interests are balanced and unavoidable error 
costs are not disproportionately assigned in any direction.35 

Content moderation practices during the COVID-19 pandemic have 
epitomized this new paradigm,36 throwing into sharp relief the interest 
balancing and error choices that platforms make. Platforms cracked down 
on misinformation in an unprecedented fashion because the harms were 
judged to be especially great.37 They did this despite acknowledging that 
circumstances meant there would be higher error rates than normal be-
cause the costs of moderating inadequately were less than the costs of not 
moderating at all.38 But this apparently exceptional content moderation 
during the pandemic was only a more exaggerated version of how content 
moderation works all the time.39   

What this paradigm shift means for platform governance and its 
regulation remains undertheorized but is especially important to examine 
now for two reasons. First, without adapting speech governance to the very 
different nature of the task being undertaken—systemic balancing instead 
of individual categorization—platform decisionmaking processes and the 
rules that govern online speech will continue to be viewed as illegitimate. 
Because there is no “right” answer to most, if not all, of the questions 
involved in writing rules for online speech, the rule-formation process is 
especially important for garnering public acceptance and legitimacy.40   

                                                                                                                           
 33. See infra section I.C.1. 
 34. Evelyn Douek, Australia’s “Abhorrent Violent Material” Law: Shouting “Nerd 
Harder” and Drowning Out Speech, 94 Austl. L.J. 41, 50 n.77 (2020) [hereinafter Douek, 
Nerd Harder]. 
 35. See, e.g., Bickert, Charting a Way Forward, supra note 32; French Sec’y of State for 
Digit. Affs., Creating a French Framework to Make Social Media Platforms More 
Accountable: Acting in France with a European Vision: Regulation of Social Networks—
Facebook Experiment 13–14 (2019), https://www.numerique.gouv.fr/uploads/Regula 
tion-of-social-networks_Mission-report_ENG.pdf [https://perma.cc/UAM5-ZP5K] (advo-
cating for public policy that balances punitive and preventative approaches). 
 36. See infra section I.D. 
 37. See infra section I.D. 
 38. See infra section I.D.2. 
 39. Evelyn Douek, COVID-19 and Social Media Content Moderation, Lawfare (Mar. 
25, 2020), https://www.lawfareblog.com/covid-19-and-social-media-content-moderation 
[https://perma.cc/6MF4-29PQ] [hereinafter Douek, COVID-19 and Social Media Content 
Moderation]. 
 40. See Ben Bradford, Florian Grisel, Tracey L. Meares, Emily Owens, Baron L. Pineda, 
Jacob N. Shapiro, Tom R. Tyler & Danieli Evans Peterman, Report of the Facebook Data 
Transparency Advisory Group 34–39 (2019), https://law.yale.edu/sites/default/files/ 
area/center/justice/document/dtag_report_5.22.2019.pdf [https://perma.cc/3AKC-
UUWP] [hereinafter Facebook Data Transparency Advisory Group] (“Facebook could 
build public trust and legitimacy . . . by following principles of procedural justice in its 
interactions with users.”); Tom R. Tyler, Procedural Justice, Legitimacy, and the Effective 
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Second, regulators around the world are currently writing laws to 
change the regulatory landscape for online speech. In the United States 
in particular, the law that “created the internet”41—Section 230 of the 
Communications Decency Act42—is increasingly under siege across the 
political spectrum, with its reform seemingly imminent.43 But changing 
the regulatory environment without a proper understanding of content 
moderation in practice will make the laws ineffective or, worse, create 
unintended consequences. Regulators need to understand the inherent 
characteristics of the systems they seek to reform. Regulation that 
entrenches one right or interest without acknowledging the empirical 
realities of how online speech operates and is constantly changing, or that 
adopts a punitive approach focused on individual cases, will fail to bring 
the accountability that is currently lacking from platforms without neces-
sarily protecting those harmed by their decisions.44 This Article therefore 
offers an account of the role of proportionality and probability in online 
speech governance and the questions it raises for such governance and its 
regulation. 

This Article concentrates on tech platforms’ role as the current 
primary rulemakers and enforcers of online content regulation, the focus 
of a rapidly growing literature.45 This is for two reasons. First, content 
moderation will always go beyond what governments can constitutionally 
provide for. The First Amendment would not permit laws requiring 
removal of content like the Christchurch Massacre livestream,46 violent 

                                                                                                                           
Rule of Law, 30 Crime & Just. 283, 284 (2003) (highlighting several studies that suggest 
“people’s willingness to accept the constraints of law . . . is strongly linked to their 
evaluations of the procedural justice of the police and the courts”); Rory Van Loo, Federal 
Rules of Platform Procedure, U. Chi. L. Rev. (forthcoming) (manuscript at 28), 
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3576562 (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (“[T]here is 
strong evidence that the added trust and legitimacy gained from effective dispute resolution 
systems improves a company’s profitability due to better customer retention and increased 
customer engagement.”). 
 41. Jeff Kosseff, The Twenty-Six Words that Created the Internet 8 (2019). 
 42. 47 U.S.C. § 230 (2018). 
 43. See, e.g., Editorial, Section 230 Does Not Need a Revocation. It Needs a Revision., 
Wash. Post (June 28, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/trump-and-biden-
both-want-to-repeal-this-tech-rule-theyre-both-wrong/2020/06/28/4de6f9fc-b4b1-11ea-
a8da-693df3d7674a_story.html (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (noting that both 
President Trump and Joe Biden have called for the repeal of Section 230). 
 44. See infra section III.B.2. 
 45. See Hannah Bloch-Wehba, Automation in Moderation, Cornell Int’l L.J. 
(forthcoming 2020) (manuscript at 4 n.11), https://ssrn.com/abstract=3521619 (on file 
with the Columbia Law Review) [hereinafter Bloch-Wehba, Automation in Moderation]; Van 
Loo, supra note 40 (manuscript at 3). 
 46. E.g., Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444, 447–49 (1969) (holding that a state may 
forbid speech that advocates violence only if the speech is intended to provoke imminent 
illegal activity and is likely to do so). 
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animal crush videos,47 or graphic pornography,48 for example, but few 
would disagree that platforms should have some license to moderate this 
content to protect their services from becoming unusable. How far this 
license should extend may be contested, but it is relatively uncontroversial 
that private actors can restrict more speech than governments. Second, 
the scale of online content will make private platforms’ role as the 
frontline actors in content moderation an ongoing practical necessity. 
Governments will not have the resources or technical capacity to take over.  

As much as platforms are building bureaucracies and norms in a way 
that can resemble those of governments,49 they remain private actors with 
obvious business interests and are unencumbered by the constraints of 
public law. The project of online speech governance centers around the 
question of how to square this triangle50 of unaccountable private actors 
exercising enormous power over systemically important public communi-
cation while accepting the constitutional and practical limitations of 
government regulation. This Article’s contribution to that task is to 
describe and give a conceptual framework to the radical changes that have 
occurred in the actual operation of content moderation in the last half 
decade alone. Part I begins by describing the categorical and individualis-
tic paradigm of early content moderation—what this Article calls its “posts-
as-trumps” era—and how this has given way to an era defined by propor-
tionality and probability in online speech governance. This Article argues 
that this governance based on systemic balancing is both normatively and 
pragmatically a better fit for the modern realities of online speech. 
Descriptively, these principles already shape online speech, whether ex-
plicitly acknowledged or not. A case study of platform content moderation 
during the COVID-19 pandemic illustrates this starkly. Part II turns to the 
questions that governance based on proportionality and probability raises 
for decisionmakers and shows that the failure to adequately address these 
has left current governance arrangements fundamentally unstable and 
unsatisfying.   

Part III turns to the urgent project of addressing these deficiencies. 
This Article argues that, despite first appearances, systemic balancing in 
online speech governance need not entail a devaluing or deflation of 
speech rights. In fact, as a methodological approach, it does not demand 
                                                                                                                           
 47. United States v. Stevens, 559 U.S. 460, 481–82 (2010) (striking down a federal law 
that criminalized depictions of animal cruelty under the First Amendment’s overbreadth 
doctrine). 
 48. Am. Booksellers Ass’n v. Hudnut, 771 F.2d 323, 332–34 (7th Cir. 1985), aff’d 475 
U.S. 1001 (1986). 
 49. See generally Kate Klonick, The New Governors: The People, Rules, and Processes 
Governing Online Speech, 131 Harv. L. Rev. 1598 (2018) (discussing the ways in which 
internet platforms have developed detailed systems for governing online speech that are 
rooted in the American legal system). 
 50. Jack M. Balkin, Free Speech Is a Triangle, 118 Colum. L. Rev. 2011, 2012 (2018); 
Robert Gorwa, The Platform Governance Triangle: Conceptualising the Informal 
Regulation of Online Content, Internet Pol’y Rev., June 2019, at 1, 2. 
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any particular substantive results and could result in more speech-
protective rules. The critical point is that recognizing the role of systemic 
balancing orients debates around the right questions. This Article there-
fore turns to what these questions are for both platforms and regulators, 
and discusses their impact on what content moderation should look like 
in a post-pandemic world.   

Online speech governance is a wicked problem with unenviable and 
perhaps impossible trade-offs. There is no end-state of content modera-
tion with stable rules or regulatory forms; it will always be a matter of 
contestation, iteration, and technological evolution. That said, this is an 
unusual period of disruption and experimentation, as the prevailing forms 
of internet governance have become inadequate and new systems are 
emerging to replace them. Understanding what tasks these institutions 
must be designed to fulfill is the first step to evaluating, improving, and 
regulating them. 

I. THE OLD AND NEW PRECEPTS OF ONLINE SPEECH GOVERNANCE 

Early online speech governance was animated by what this Article calls 
a “posts-as-trumps” ethos.51 This reflected the First Amendment’s cat-
egorical and individualistic approach to speech adjudication and its 
conception of “freedom of speech as a classic trump.”52 The starting point 
was that “the [posts] must flow.”53 The approach was never one of free 
speech absolutism. But, in general, freedom of expression was exalted,54 
and platforms presumptively allowed “users to post what they wanted.”55 
Or, in the now-infamous words of a top Facebook executive, “The ugly 
truth is that we believe in connecting people so deeply that anything that 
allows us to connect more people more often is *de facto* good.”56 For 
the first decade or so, “online intermediaries were avowedly laissez faire 
about user-generated content.”57 Zittrain has called this “The Rights Era” 
                                                                                                                           
 51. This coinage follows Ronald Dworkin’s famous conception of rights as trumps. 
Ronald Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously, at xi, 192 (1977); see also Jamal Greene, 
Foreword: Rights as Trumps?, 132 Harv. L. Rev. 28, 36 (2018). 
 52. Greene, supra note 51, at 36. 
 53. Marvin Ammori, The “New” New York Times: Free Speech Lawyering in the Age of 
Google and Twitter, 127 Harv. L. Rev. 2259, 2260 (2014) (cleaned up) (internal quotation 
marks omitted) (citing Biz Stone, The Tweets Must Flow, Twitter Blog (Jan. 28, 2011), 
https://blog.twitter.com/2011/tweets-must-flow [https://perma.cc/BTB5-NJ3P]). 
 54. Olivier Sylvain, Recovering Tech’s Humanity, 119 Colum. L. Rev. Forum 252, 255–
56 (2019) (“For the first decade or so after the commercial deployment of the internet . . . 
online intermediaries were avowedly laissez faire about user-generated content . . . . It was 
an exciting time for . . . free speech advocates.”). 
 55. Jillian C. York & Ethan Zuckerman, Moderating the Public Sphere, in Human 
Rights in the Age of Platforms 137, 143 (Rikke Frank Jørgensen ed., 2019). 
 56. Sheera Frenkel & Nellie Bowles, Facebook Employees in an Uproar over 
Executive’s Leaked Memo, N.Y. Times (Mar. 30, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/ 
03/30/technology/facebook-leaked-memo.html (on file with the Columbia Law Review). 
 57. Sylvain, supra note 54, at 255. 
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of internet governance, dominated by a “classic libertarian ethos” of 
preserving individual affordances in speech with which intermediaries 
should interfere to a limited extent.58  

This Part starts by describing the reasons for that early approach. This 
story is fairly well told, and so it is rehearsed here only briefly before 
showing how this framework became strained along two dimensions. First, 
there were increased regulatory and social demands for platforms to take 
account of interests other than the individual speech right which led to 
the rise of a proportionality approach to content moderation. Second, the 
unfathomable scale of the major tech platforms has made an individ-
ualistic conception of speech adjudication untenable, leading to a systemic 
and probabilistic approach to speech governance. This Part describes the 
nature of these two shifts in turn and defends the need to center them in 
online rights adjudication as the only realistic future for platform govern-
ance. Finally, this Part concludes with a case study of content moderation 
during the COVID-19 pandemic as epitomizing the rise of proportionality 
and probability in content moderation. 

A. Posts-As-Trumps 

It is now familiar to observe that early online speech governance was 
highly influenced by the First Amendment tradition to which lawyers at 
the major platforms were accustomed.59 As private companies, platforms 
are not subject to First Amendment constraints,60 and commercial inter-
ests no doubt guided (and continue to guide) formulation of platforms’ 
rules for what they permit on their sites.61 Nevertheless, the First 
Amendment influence on platforms was profound, for three reasons: (1) 
Broad legal immunities allowed platforms to take a hands-off approach; 
(2) U.S. norms were legally and culturally familiar; and (3) most 
importantly for present purposes, these norms methodologically follow a 
categorical approach which allows decisionmakers to profess humility and 
suggest they are not making value judgments about any particular speech. 

1. The Role of Formal Law. — The early days of the internet are 
sometimes referred to as the “laissez-faire” era of internet regulation,62 but 
this should not be taken to mean that formal law was inconsequential. 
Law’s role during this time was passive, but it deeply shaped speech 

                                                                                                                           
 58. Zittrain, Three Eras, supra note 21, at 1. 
 59. See Tarleton Gillespie, Custodians of the Internet: Platforms, Content Moderation, 
and the Hidden Decisions that Shape Social Media 12 (2018) [hereinafter Gillespie, 
Custodians of the Internet]; David Kaye, Speech Police: The Global Struggle to Govern the 
Internet 47 (2019) [hereinafter Kaye, Speech Police]; Klonick, supra note 49, at 1621. 
 60. Manhattan Cmty. Access Corp. v. Halleck, 139 S. Ct. 1921, 1930 (2019). 
 61. Gillespie, Custodians of the Internet, supra note 59, at 5; Klonick, supra note 49, 
at 1627. 
 62. See, e.g., David Kaye, Foreword, in Human Rights in the Age of Platforms, supra 
note 55, at xi, xii [hereinafter Kaye, Human Rights]. 
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governance.63 The internet was never unregulated—instead, laws created 
immunities and safe harbors for internet intermediaries like platforms in 
order to facilitate the free flow of expression and foster innovation.64 That 
is: Law deliberately created a space where posts could flow and trump 
other interests.65  

Platforms embraced the opportunity law gave them to take a light-
touch approach to moderation for a simple reason: Platforms run on 
speech. To put it simply, “The core business functions of Twitter, 
YouTube, and other platforms turn on expression . . . . The lawyers 
working for these companies have business reasons for supporting free 
expression.”66 Or, as Professor Noah Feldman put it to Facebook CEO 
Mark Zuckerberg, “No voice, no Facebook, right?”67 

2. Cultural and Legal Familiarity. — Tech companies are famously 
monocultural, and rules for their global services were set in Silicon Valley 
by lawyers “acculturated in American free speech norms.”68 As an early 
Google and Twitter lawyer put it, their products were built from a “partic-
ular set of perspectives (and that’s what the [First Amendment] norms are 
probably part of) that was nowhere near diverse enough given the eventual 
reach and importance of our products.”69 Accordingly, these lawyers held 
a distinctively American conception of free speech. The allure still holds: 
When Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg “took a stand” for voice and free 
expression at Georgetown University in 2019, it was to the First 
Amendment that he turned in explaining the importance of protecting 
speech, noting that he was “proud that our values at Facebook are inspired 
by the American tradition, which is more supportive of free expression 
than anywhere else.”70 The stickiness of this cultural familiarity, even as 

                                                                                                                           
 63. See Kosseff, supra note 41, at 3 (“Section 230 created the legal and social 
framework for the Internet we know today . . . .”). 
 64. See Anupam Chander, How Law Made Silicon Valley, 63 Emory L.J. 639, 648–50 
(2014). 
 65. Hannah Bloch-Wehba, Global Platform Governance: Private Power in the Shadow 
of the State, 72 SMU L. Rev. 27, 33–39 (2019) (reviewing the self-governance ethos that 
dominated the early internet and the ways it was enabled by regulation); Sylvain, supra note 
54, at 253–54 (“There has never been the chance to see what even modest run-of-the-mill 
judicial adjudication of content moderation decisions looks like since Congress enacted 
section 230 over twenty years ago.”). 
 66. Ammori, supra note 53, at 2260. 
 67. A Conversation with Mark Zuckerberg, Jenny Martinez and Noah Feldman, 
Facebook (June 27, 2019), https://about.fb.com/news/2019/06/mark-challenge-jenny-
martinez-noah-feldman [https://perma.cc/ZX3V-BUDV]. 
 68. Klonick, supra note 49, at 1621. 
 69. Alexander Macgillivray, First Amendment and Earlyish Content Moderation, 
Bricoleur (May 7, 2020), http://www.bricoleur.org/2020/05/first-amendment-and-early 
ish-content.html [https://perma.cc/L63A-ARN2]. 
 70. Mark Zuckerberg Stands for Voice and Free Expression, Facebook: Newsroom 
(Oct. 17, 2019), https://about.fb.com/news/2019/10/mark-zuckerberg-stands-for-voice-
and-free-expression [https://perma.cc/DFF3-6R7M]. 
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these companies cannot really be described as anything but global, 
illustrates its profound influence. 

3. Methodological Exceptionalism and Professed Humility. — So far, this is 
all a familiar story. But one aspect of the First Amendment tradition’s 
influence on early online speech governance has gone underappreciated: 
U.S. free speech jurisprudence is not only substantively the most speech-
protective in the world—it is also methodologically exceptional.71 High-
lighting this methodological difference—which is best summarized as 
approaching the task as one of categorization rather than involving overt 
weighing and balancing of interests—is important because it underscores 
the very different role platforms are required to perform in the post-
“posts-as-trumps” era. 

U.S. free speech adjudication is marked by a two-step categorical 
approach.72 First, the decisionmaker asks whether or not the speech fits 
into a category covered by the First Amendment. Second, a series of fairly 
outcome-determinative rules are applied based on this categorization. The 
hard work under this framework is therefore done at the initial step of 
defining the scope of rights through the use of categories.73 As noted 
earlier, under this framework speech rights are classic “trumps,”74 follow-
ing Ronald Dworkin’s argument that to subject them to balancing against 
other interests is to deny them altogether.75 The general stance of U.S. 
First Amendment law is that it is “startling and dangerous” to protect 
speech through a free-floating test based on ad hoc balancing of relative 
social costs and benefits, and therefore restrictions on speech should be 
limited to a set of narrowly confined categories.76 Famously, under this 
approach, “the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself 
accepted in the competition of the market.”77 
                                                                                                                           
 71. See Frederick Schauer, The Exceptional First Amendment, in American 
Exceptionalism and Human Rights 29, 30–32 (Michael Ignatieff ed., 2005) [hereinafter 
Schauer, Exceptional First Amendment]. 
 72. See Adrienne Stone, The Comparative Constitutional Law of Freedom of 
Expression, in Comparative Constitutional Law 406, 410 (Tom Ginsburg & Rosalind Dixon 
eds., 2011) [hereinafter Stone, Comparative Freedom of Expression] (“[T]he American 
doctrine of the First Amendment is characterized by a ‘conceptual’ or ‘categorical’ 
approach, according to which freedom of expression law is dominated by relatively 
inflexible rules, each with application to a defined category of circumstances.”). 
 73. Aharon Barak, Proportionality: Constitutional Rights and Their Limitations 504 
(2012) [hereinafter Barak, Constitutional Rights and Their Limitations] (“The main legal 
issue thus becomes the identification of the proper category, and then the application of 
the factual framework to that proper, pre-determined legal category. Once a category has 
been chosen, the accompanying set of legal rules will automatically apply.”). 
 74. Greene, supra note 51, at 36. 
 75. See Dworkin, supra note 51, at xi, 192. 
 76. United States v. Alvarez, 567 U.S. 709, 717 (2012); United States v. Stevens, 559 
U.S. 460, 470 (2010); see also R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 383 (1992) (“[A] 
limited categorical approach has remained an important part of our First Amendment 
jurisprudence.”). 
 77. Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting). 
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“Posts-as-trumps” was not free speech absolutism, but neither is First 
Amendment jurisprudence. Indeed, “No responsible approach to the 
problem [of free speech] can be oblivious to the dangers certain types of 
expression pose.”78 From the start, content moderation was “fueled by this 
contradiction: an ambivalence about intervening, and a fear of not inter-
vening.”79 All major platforms have always restricted some speech that is 
legal under the First Amendment. But the exceptionally high value on 
freedom of expression embodied in American constitutional law80 was 
reflected in early platform rules which erred on the side of limited, 
categorical exceptions. Facebook’s first set of Community Standards, for 
example, “generally adhered to John Stuart Mill’s seminal principle that 
speech should be banned only if used to stoke violence against others.”81 
Twitter’s first rules were a mere 568 words and gradually expanded to give 
limited categorical exceptions to the free speech ethos, often based 
around account behavior targeting spam,82 in a way that might be analo-
gized to “time, place and manner” restrictions.83 YouTube’s first content 
moderators were given a one-page list of instructions setting out a list of 
categories of content they should remove.84 

Even as platforms have developed more elaborate rules, elements of 
this categorical approach remain. The starkest illustration of this is the 
refusal to remove false content.85 Platforms regularly protest they should 
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not be “arbiters of truth.”86 This has, until recently,87 manifested as a 
categorical refusal to remove content simply because it is untrue—
regardless of context, how potentially harmful the content, or how readily 
disprovable the lie.88 A well-known example is Facebook’s staunch 
refusal—only recently revised89—to remove Holocaust denial, because 
“there are things that different people get wrong.”90 This tracks the First 
Amendment’s position that falsehoods are protected because “some false 
statements are inevitable if there is to be an open and vigorous expression 
of views.”91 

Another example of categorical thinking is Facebook’s treatment of 
adult nudity. Facebook has long had a largely no-tolerance approach to 
nudity. The company has caused outrage by taking down everything from 
paintings,92 to Pulitzer Prize–winning photos,93 to breastfeeding mothers.94 
The contestation around nudity on Facebook has been about definition of 
the category. Activists have had some success in getting Facebook to create 
limited exceptions to the general ban,95 but they remain narrow. The 
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classification of a post as nudity is generally outcome-determinative: It 
comes down. 

A categorical approach therefore does not always have to be more 
speech-protective. Facebook and Twitter’s different rules on political 
advertising demonstrate this—neither wants to be drawn into becoming a 
referee of highly charged and contested political debates, both because it 
can be practically difficult and because it could alienate large segments of 
their user base.96 Put another way, “Republicans buy shoes from Facebook 
ads too.”97 In order to hew to this notion that they do not slant the playing 
field, both platforms have adopted categorical rules, but at different 
extremes. Facebook does not let politicians’ ads be fact-checked:98 Political 
ads are categorically protected. Twitter instead categorically bans political 
ads altogether.99 

This methodological approach not only has substantive conse-
quences, but also casts the decisionmaker in a different role. Under this 
frame, the decisionmaker asserts a kind of neutrality, professing to be a 
mere “taxonomist[].”100 A categorical approach “induces our identifica-
tion of rights to track the categories judges are able to access, articulate, 
and delimit rather than the moral, political, or even constitutional justice 
the rights mean to promote.”101 Indeed, First Amendment jurisprudence 
reflects the Court’s “‘fear’ of making obvious judgment calls on matters of 
degree.”102 The Deciders103 of early online speech governance found 
themselves thrust, often unexpectedly, into a position of presiding over 
the speech of millions and wanted to avoid contradicting baselines drawn 
by legal systems or wading into hard moral and political fights.104 Adopting 
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a categorical stance therefore allowed early platform lawyers to profess that 
they were not “making judgment calls about the value of particular 
speech.”105 

In sum, “posts-as-trumps” generally held that speech should be as free 
as possible, and exceptions narrow and rule-based.106 This approach mini-
mizes attention to particular context: Decisionmaking is primarily a matter 
of deferring to precedential categorizations in the rules. Platforms 
adopted a position of professed neutrality, expressed as humility: “Who 
are we to know?”107 As one early platform lawyer put it, this stance was 
“both philosophical (who are we to judge?) and pragmatic (no automated 
system could accurately screen [everything] uploaded each year at 
scale).”108 Both these philosophical and pragmatic assumptions have come 
under strain, as shown in turn in the next two sections. 

B. The Rise of Proportionality 

1. Reasons Behind the Rise. — Platforms’ professed humility has become 
untenable. Humility sits uneasily with unilateral authority, and platforms 
are law-writers, -enforcers, and -reviewers, all in one. There is no check, 
balance, or democratic accountability for the rules they write and admin-
ister. As several platforms have increasingly claimed to be, and have come 
to be seen as, public squares of systemic importance,109 their humility from 
a position of such power has rung especially hollow with regulators 
concerned about the effects of their services and with the public at large.110 
The “techlash” of the past few years is a general reflection of this 
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sentiment,111 but the shift to a proportionality-based approach to content 
moderation has four more specific foundations: (a) exposure of the “myth 
of platform neutrality;”112 (b) a cultural shift in attitudes toward online 
speech; (c) the incoherence in platforms’ proliferating categories; and (d) 
the need for platforms that were increasingly global to acknowledge the 
globally dominant approach to rights adjudication: proportionality. 

a. The Myth of Platform Neutrality. — One lesson platforms could have 
learned from First Amendment jurisprudence is that the categorical 
approach does not allow the decisionmaker to remain neutral for long. 
“[C]ategories are not natural objects,”113 and the process of categorization 
leaves ample space for value judgments. As much as they profess to, even 
under a categorical approach decisionmakers “cannot . . . escape judg-
ment.”114 This has been a sustained line of attack on First Amendment 
doctrine,115 and it only applies more forcefully to platforms that are far 
from impartial about how content is presented to users.   

Speech on platforms is a complex interaction of user interests, plat-
form affordances, and algorithmic choices. As Jameel Jaffer wrote, 
“Facebook’s users interact and speak to one another in an environment 
shaped by Facebook’s interface, algorithms, and policies. What gets said is 
up to individual users, but it’s Facebook that determines which speech is 
amplified and which is suppressed.”116 If the “marketplace of ideas” 
analogy was ever more than an evocative oversimplification,117 it surely 
does not apply to platform ecosystems that optimize for engagement 
rather than truth.118 Optimizing for engagement elevates “glimmers of 
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novelty, messages of affirmation and belonging, and messages of outrage 
toward perceived enemies” regardless of veracity or social value.119 There 
is nothing natural or inevitable about these priorities in platform design 
and the way they direct users’ attention.120 Such intentional distortions 
make platforms’ asserted “humility” seem, at best, an abdication of 
responsibility and, at worst, an outright lie. 

b. Cultural and Regulatory Shifts. — There has also been a broader 
cultural reevaluation, and “the public’s sense of what platforms ought to 
be held accountable for has shifted tectonically.”121 As cyber–civil rights 
pioneer Danielle Citron has observed, “Much has changed in the past ten 
years,” and there has been a marked societal turn away from the thin 
conceptions of online speech to allow for greater recognition of other 
interests.122 A categorical approach to rights raises “the danger of harmful 
over-enforcement of rights deemed fundamental.”123 This danger has 
been salient in recent years, as the vast quantities of toxic speech online 
have been more visible than ever.124 Platforms have found themselves 
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implicated in controversies as diverse as genocide,125 election interfer-
ence,126 widespread harassment and abuse,127 and terrorist attacks,128 to 
name but a few examples. As a result, there have been growing calls for 
them to mitigate harm from their services, and “tech industry leaders have 
finally begun to take some online abuses seriously and to reckon with the 
detrimental impact they have on democracy, autonomy, and truth. More 
and more online platforms are confronting the reality that the best answer 
to bad speech is not, in fact, more speech.”129 As Twitter’s general counsel 
acknowledged, it was necessary to balance “welcoming diverse perspectives 
while protecting our users” because “[f]reedom of expression means little 
as our underlying philosophy if we continue to allow voices to be silenced 
because they are afraid to speak up.”130 

Even regarding hate speech—the steadfast protection of which is 
almost synonymous with First Amendment exceptionalism131—platforms 
have dramatically changed their approach. One stark example is the sud-
den, seemingly arbitrarily timed ban of high-profile, far-right conspiracy 
theorist Alex Jones from several major platforms.132 Since then, 
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Facebook,133 YouTube,134 and Twitter135 have all released stricter hate 
speech policies. A New York Times opinion piece even declared it “relatively 
uncontroversial” that these platforms should remove hate speech.136 What 
caused this marked change in public discourse is, of course, a much 
deeper question that will no doubt be probed elsewhere. Suffice it to say 
that faced with high-profile incidents of rising violence and threats of 
violence tied to online hate speech, there was a “tidal shift” of opinion 
toward taking such speech offline entirely.137 

Perhaps the clearest symbol of the shift from “posts-as-trumps” to 
proportionality is Facebook’s decision to ban Holocaust denial.138 There is 
no more emblematic case of the American approach to freedom of ex-
pression than the Skokie case in the late 1970s,139 which held that it was 
inconsistent with the First Amendment to deny the right of neo-Nazis to 
march in a suburb of Chicago with a large Jewish population.140 The case 
is iconic in U.S. free speech lore and is considered one of the “truly great 
victories for the First Amendment.”141 Even so, Facebook’s steadfast refusal 
to ban such content was, for a long time, its “most controversial policy,”142 
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and a proxy for its free speech bona fides. No doubt as a result of 
continued public pressure, and evidence of rising online hate speech and 
anti-Semitism globally,143 Facebook reversed its stance. In announcing the 
ban, Mark Zuckerberg stated, “Drawing the right lines between what is and 
isn’t acceptable speech isn’t straightforward, but with the current state of 
the world, I believe this is the right balance.”144 This episode perfectly 
encapsulates the general trend from First Amendment exceptionalism to 
a recognition of the need to balance various interests proportionally—in 
the manner other legal systems do145—given the evidence of harm 
resulting from online speech. 

The ascendency of this approach, and evidence that it is here to stay, 
is reflected in the watershed decision of almost all major platforms to cut 
ties with President Donald Trump or his campaign following his 
incitement of insurrection at the Capitol on January 6, 2021.146 Once un-
thinkable, and indeed a path that companies strenuously resisted calls to 
adopt for years, platforms exercised awesome power in deplatforming the 
leader of the free world, explaining in tortured blog posts how, on balance, 
the risk of harm in allowing the President to keep speaking freely through 
their services was just too high.147 Cast in formalistic terms, their decisions 
came after immense social pressure. 

Formal law of course plays a part in this story too, with this cultural 
shift beginning to be reflected in legislation. The U.K. Government’s 
White Paper on Online Harms proposes a regulator who will adopt “the 
principle of proportionality” as a “key element” of their approach.148 In 
Google Spain SL v. Agencia Española de Protección de Datos,149 the Court of 
Justice of the European Union tasked Google with the job of balancing the 
right to privacy and the right to free expression in “right to be forgotten” 
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cases.150 Other legislation already enacted or proposed requires platforms 
to weigh social benefits of speech in deciding whether it falls within an 
exception from an obligation to remove certain types of content.151 These 
include asking platforms to determine, for example, if content the legisla-
tion ordinarily would require platforms to take down should remain 
online because it is necessary for research or otherwise in the public 
interest.152 Because platforms have global rules, laws passed in individual 
jurisdictions can create worldwide effects.153 

These new or imminent laws, combined with changing societal expec-
tations and norms, have forced platforms to abandon their professed 
neutrality and humility. They are now very much in the business of 
balancing rights and interests. 

c. Categorical Incoherence. — The exposure of categories to these 
pressures and the course of time was harsh. The once simple categories 
governing platform speech have proliferated and broken down into ever-
finer categories plagued by exceptions.154 This follows the course of First 
Amendment jurisprudence, which “has become only more intricate, as 
categories have multiplied, distinctions grown increasingly fine, and 
exceptions flourished and become categories of their own.”155 Trying to 
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maintain categories has led to “typically tacit (and therefore baffling) 
distortions of the categories themselves.”156 In the words of Justice Stevens, 
“[E]fforts at categorization inevitably give rise only to fuzzy bound-
aries . . . . The quest for doctrinal certainty through the definition of 
categories and subcategories is . . . destined to fail.”157 

This experience was only accelerated in the context of content mod-
eration due to the sheer volume of cases confronted across many more 
diverse cultures. Facebook’s policy on female nipples, for example, now 
includes exceptions for breastfeeding and an expanding list of other 
specific contexts: “birth giving and after-birth moments, health-related sit-
uations (for example, post-mastectomy, breast cancer awareness or gender 
confirmation surgery) or an act of protest.”158 It is rule-like, but it is hard 
to describe this as a simple unitary category of adult nudity anymore. 

ProPublica’s exposé on Facebook’s hate speech policy is another 
prominent example of categorical incoherence. In its attempt to devise a 
categorical policy that reduced discretion and value judgments on the part 
of frontline content moderators, Facebook’s policy protected white men, 
but not Black children, from hate speech on the basis that gender was a 
protected category while childhood was not.159 Rigid categories, 
unmoored from the justification for the rule, can appear baffling. 
Facebook’s hate speech policy now has three separate “Tiers,” and each 
tier has subcategories with very specific examples.160 For instance, 
“cursing” is listed and defined in “Tier 2,”161 with a specificity that makes 
quoting it likely inappropriate for the pages of the Columbia Law Review. 

Reddit is another platform that exemplifies this general trend. It long 
resisted the idea of proactive moderation and refused to remove all but 
the worst content on its platform, earning a reputation as a “cesspool of 
racism.”162 But cultural pressure caused Reddit’s CEO to struggle “with 
balancing [his] values as an American, and around free speech and free 
expression, with [his] values and the company’s values around common 
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human decency.”163 The company therefore rolled out a new hate speech 
policy.164 An initial attempt at providing a more comprehensive definition 
of categories for what it would consider hate speech was incoherent and 
underspecified (including an exemption for groups “who are in the 
majority”) and required immediate revision.165 The amended rule is 
broader and requires an “all things considered” contextual evaluation.166 

So, the question is: “[W]hat comes next in a free speech world without 
firm categories[?]”167 With the destabilization of the posts-as-trumps 
categorical framework came the rise of the globally dominant, alternative 
lens for rights adjudication: proportionality. 

d. Global Platforms and Global Constitutionalism. — Proportionality is the 
globally dominant form of rights adjudication, with the notable exception 
of the United States.168 It should therefore be unsurprising that this frame 
came to implicitly dominate the framing of content moderation issues as 
the major platforms became global services. Under a categorical ap-
proach, the inquiry focuses on the identification of a speech right and its 
boundaries. A proportionality approach, by contrast, accepts that speech 
rights can be limited for legitimate purposes, provided any infringement 
is proportionate. Rather than playing taxonomist, the decisionmaker must 
identify and weigh multiple interests like a grocer or epidemiologist. 
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As discussed further below,169 proportionality is not mere balancing, 
and it is the failure to fully realize this that has led to widespread disillu-
sionment with the current approach to online speech governance. Online 
speech governance has adopted the globally dominant form of rights 
adjudication without paying heed to the many lessons that other 
jurisdictions’ experiences with proportionality can teach. It was likely 
inevitable that proportionality would infuse online speech governance as 
ever-increasing majorities of online speakers and platform decisionmakers 
came from jurisdictions where this approach is the norm and the 
American categorical approach is seen as the outlier. 

2. The Pros of Proportionality. — So far, this Article has explored why 
online speech governance increasingly coalesced around a proportionality 
approach. This section argues that this development is not merely 
understandable, but also salutary. As the internet ages, proportionality is 
a more mature approach to resolving the many conflicts created by the 
collision of varying interests online. There are three main benefits: (a) it 
explicitly acknowledges interests other than the individual speech right, 
and thereby dignifies those interests and the importance of evaluating 
them in their particular context; (b) it is transparent about the value judg-
ments inherent in constructing a system of freedom of expression; and (c) 
it encourages and rationalizes remedial flexibility, rather than a binary 
“take-down/leave-up” paradigm of content moderation. 

a. Acknowledging Multiple Interests. — A proportionality framework 
openly acknowledges competing rights and interests, and provides tools 
for evaluating them in the context of particular controversies. The core 
strength of proportionality is that it allows conflicts between competing 
values to be resolved by reference to the specific circumstances, without 
creating abstract and definitive value hierarchies.170 Indeed, for critics, this 
contextual evaluation rather than adherence to clear rules is a core weak-
ness of proportionality as a method because it undermines predictability 
and uniformity.171 

Recognizing multiple competing interests and their context of course 
changes substantive rules, but it also has relational effects for stakeholders 
in conflicts: Acknowledging competing interests dignifies them. As 
Professor Jamal Greene argues, “Because the rights-as-trumps frame can-
not accommodate conflicts of rights, it forces us to deny that our 
opponents have them. When rights are trumps, they favor rhetoric over 
judgment, simplicity over context, homogeneity over diversity.”172 Those 
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competing interests might not prevail, but recognizing them can itself 
increase perception of the legitimacy of the process.173 

This is especially important for global platforms. One of the central 
criticisms in recent years has been major platforms’ failure to appreciate 
different demands of varying contexts.174 Proportionality provides an 
analytical framework through which decisionmakers can take notice of 
and evaluate local interests. A categorical approach says that “this kind of 
speech is (im)permissible”; a proportionality approach can say that “in this 
context, this kind of speech does greater/less harm than in other contexts 
and so should be treated differently.” This contextual nature of 
proportionality adjudication is why the adoption of international human 
rights norms (a proportionality-based system) as the basis for platform 
rules would not result in universal, homogenous platform rules across 
every market, but would instead allow for more sensitive adaptation to 
local context.175 

b. Transparency. — In proportionality’s ideal form, explicit acknowl-
edgment of the interests being balanced also furthers the rule of law values 
by making the actual basis of decisions transparent.176 Value judgments are 
unavoidable, even for categorical decisionmakers.177 Proportionality 
acknowledges this truth and makes such judgments explicitly, rather than 
denying their existence and smuggling them in through categorization 
that only becomes ever more intricate and distorted.178 It is the very 
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neglect the demands of fit or are less transparent than arguments based on balancing.”); 
Douek, All Out of Proportion, supra note 168, at 557 (“By separating out the elements, 
structured proportionality seeks to make unavoidable value judgments more explicit.”). 
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openness of interest balancing that makes it a poor vehicle for importing 
illegitimate considerations.179 Of course, this openness is the aspiration of 
proportionality, but “[a]ny test can be applied badly or well.”180 As dis-
cussed below,181 so far this test has been applied very badly indeed in 
online speech governance. The important point is that proportionality is 
a concession to realism: Decisionmakers are balancing competing interests 
when they construct rules; proportionality is candid about it. Such candor, 
aside from being intrinsically valuable, can operate as a constraint by 
making the judgments open to scrutiny. 

c. Remedial Flexibility. — Proportionality also facilitates a more nu-
anced approach to remedies. By contrast to a posts-as-trumps framework—
which lends itself to binary remedies (Against the rules? Take it down! 
Otherwise? Leave it up!)—a proportionality framework goes hand-in-hand 
with remedial flexibility.182 Indeed, proportionality requires that any 
restriction on freedom of expression should only be that which is 
“necessary,” in the sense that it is the least restrictive means of achieving 
the desired outcome.183 This entails looking at the full range of options 
between leaving content up or taking it down.  

The availability of these options is an underappreciated aspect of the 
online environment: Platforms can develop far more nuanced remedies 
than have traditionally been available to governments.184   

Indeed, platforms are beginning to take advantage of this wider range 
of remedial options, further evidencing the implicit rise of proportionality 
as a governing tenet. Zuckerberg has described how Facebook is increas-
ingly addressing “borderline content” (content approaching the line for 
what is disallowed, but not crossing it) by “reducing its distribution and 
virality” rather than removing it.185 Fact-checked content is flagged with 
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context, rather than censored.186 Twitter adds notice screens and reduces 
circulation of public figures’ tweets that breach the site’s rules rather than 
taking them down entirely.187 Facebook has announced it will do the same 
for certain posts in the public interest.188 These intermediate solutions 
leverage the affordances of platform architecture and move away from the 
take-down/leave-up binary in order to “strike the right balance between 
enabling free expression, fostering accountability, and reducing the 
potential harm caused by [content].”189 That is, these remedies are a more 
proportionate response than removing content entirely. 

There are many more such possible interventions, including adding 
transparency about the identity of users or pages,190 labeling manipulated 
media,191 demonetizing content,192 restricting the ability to share content 
or otherwise adding friction,193 geoblocking content to particular re-
gions,194 enabling counter-messaging,195 or nudging users toward authori-
tative information.196 The possibilities are limited more by imagination 
than by any immutable characteristics of platforms. 
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A categorical frame makes these responses seem incoherent: Once 
content falls within a “problematic” category, half-measures seem like 
simple lack of conviction.197 There is no frame by which to justify treating 
content within the same category differently. But a proportionality 
framework legitimates and rationalizes these tools by acknowledging the 
competing interests at stake. 

Another important requirement of proportionality is the need for 
different procedural protections for different types of content, conse-
quences, and remedies.198 It may be acceptable, for example, to afford 
lesser procedural protections when attaching a link to more information 
for every post that mentions 5G than removing an entire account. Because 
kicking a user off a platform entirely can have significant consequences for 
that individual,199 robust procedural protections should be afforded. 

*    *    * 

I have painted an idealistic view of the proportionality paradigm so 
far, but there are very real deficits in the way this approach has been 
applied in practice.200 Before turning to examine those deficits, however, 
I explore the other key dimension along which early platform governance 
came under strain and has had to adapt: moving from an individualistic 
approach to a probabilistic one. 

C. The Unavoidability of Probability 

Speech rights are traditionally individualistic: Free speech history and 
jurisprudence typically focus on stories of particular individuals and even 
particular utterances.201 Constitutional cases tell iconic stories with identi-
fiable protagonists who said, or wore, now-iconic words or phrases.202 
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Positive human rights law similarly vests rights in individuals: Article 19 of 
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights begins, “Everyone 
shall have the right to freedom of expression.”203 But U.S. First 
Amendment doctrine has been especially resistant to silencing individuals 
in aid of some conception of the common good.204 To be sure, there is a 
strong lineage of collectivist, structural, or instrumental theories of the 
First Amendment that focus on the value of speech for some greater 
purpose (most commonly self-government).205 Actual doctrine, however, 
has been “largely hostile” to such agendas,206 and collectivist theories of 
the First Amendment have not gained significant traction outside the 
academy. Alexander Meiklejohn’s famous aphorism that “[w]hat is 
essential is not that everyone shall speak, but that everything worth saying 
shall be said”207 has not won out in the marketplace of ideas. The excep-
tional doctrine of overbreadth epitomizes this approach, holding that laws 
will be invalidated even when they apply to a substantial amount of 
prohibitable speech if they would also overly infringe on protected 
speech.208 In short, the idea that some speakers should tolerate having 
their protected speech silenced for some greater good is anathema to the 
First Amendment.  

Each content moderation decision “look[s] like” a traditional speech 
case, and so lends itself to analogies with individual rights decisions.209 This 
is why ideas like a content moderation “Supreme Court” (the original 
moniker of what is now known as the Facebook Oversight Board, an 
independent body set up to review Facebook’s decisions) have intuitive 
appeal.210 But the next section shows that adopting a highly individualistic 
lens is impractical for online speech governance: The sheer scale and 
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diversity of online speech belies thinking through the traditional frame of 
each individual case. Content moderation is inherently systemic. Content 
moderation systems do not promise to get every individual speech decision 
right; they are designed to increase the probability that most decisions will 
be right most of the time and when the system errs, it does so in a preferred 
direction. A systemic approach accepts the inevitability of errors and 
factors them into governance design. 

This section starts by illustrating the impossibility of an individualistic 
approach to online speech governance. Next, it turns to the way that 
platforms have dealt with this problem. Artificial intelligence (AI) tools 
have become indispensable for dealing with the unfathomable firehose of 
online speech. Such tools are fundamentally probability-based in a way 
that seems at odds with an individualistic understanding of speech rights. 
The final section argues that probabilistic analysis is therefore an unavoid-
able and pragmatic principle of the future of online speech governance. 

1. Content Moderation Is Impossible. — Scale is major platforms’ Prime 
Directive: both what they strive to achieve, and (having done so) what 
everything must be built around. For speech governance, the change 
wrought by the platforms’ scale is a shift in kind, not degree.   

The scale is truly unfathomable. In the last quarter of 2020, Facebook 
“took action” on over 105 million pieces of content (an average of about 
1.1 million actions per day) and Instagram on over 35 million.211 YouTube, 
which has 500 hours of new video uploaded every minute,212 removed over 
9.3 million videos (over 100,000 per day).213 In the first half of 2020, 
Twitter dealt with reports against over 12.4 million unique accounts for 
potential violations of the Twitter rules and took action against over 1.9 
million.214 As the former Chief Security Officer of Facebook Alex Stamos 
told Congress, these numbers only represent cases where platforms took 
action (or in Twitter’s case, had reports): “[T]he overall number of 
decisions considered, including those where no action was taken, is much 
higher.”215 
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It is not just hard to get content moderation right at this scale; it is 
impossible. Speech decisions in any context are difficult—courts get them 
wrong all the time. Even if there were clearly “right” answers, and even if 
platform content moderators had unlimited time and resources to devote 
to every decision, the inevitability of error means that the sheer number 
of decisions would still result in a very large number of mistakes.216 Indeed, 
“given the sheer enormity of the undertaking, most platforms’ definition 
of success includes failing users on a regular basis.”217 Put another way, 
“To Err Is Platform.”218 Accordingly, “moderation at the major platforms 
is as much a problem of logistics as a problem of values.”219 

2. Tools and Systems. — At such unfathomable scale, the best a system 
of online speech governance can hope to do is minimize error. In 
platforms’ early days, the primary mechanism for doing this was hiring 
more content moderators—armies of contractors reviewing content 
against internal guidelines that break “complex philosophical ideals about 
what constitutes harassment, hate, or truth into small components that are 
more likely to be interpretable.”220 But this has always had limits,221 and 
until recently there was “the assumption that platforms could not, realisti-
cally, monitor user speech on an ongoing basis.”222 

But the capacity to monitor and enforce online speech has changed 
dramatically in the past few years, primarily as a result of increased 
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“algorithmic moderation”223—the use of automated techniques to classify 
content and apply a content moderation outcome to it. Such algorithmic 
moderation has grown radically in the last few years alone,224 and is “in-
creasingly taking the place of human content moderation.”225 Indeed, the 
rise of these tools has been so rapid that Professor Kate Klonick’s seminal 
2018 article on content moderation only briefly discusses automated 
moderation.226 By contrast, in Mark Zuckerberg’s first appearance before 
Congress in April 2018, he referred to AI more than thirty times, saying 
that over the next decade it would become “the scalable way to identify 
and root out most of this harmful content.”227 Algorithmic moderation is 
thus a stark manifestation of Professor Lawrence Lessig’s prediction over 
a decade ago that code would become an ever more important regula-
tor.228 Yet, to date, “the role of automation in this context has received 
scant scholarly attention.”229 

Algorithmic moderation allows unprecedented amounts of speech to 
be subject to enforcement action at unprecedented speeds.230 Platforms 
tout ever greater percentages of removed content caught “proactively” by 
AI tools,231 even in those categories of content, like hate speech, that 
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require highly contextual evaluation and are therefore hard to moderate 
at all, let alone with AI.232 That platforms now can police so much content 
has led to expectations that they ought to: There is a feedback loop in which 
the use of algorithmic content moderation both responds to and causes 
government and societal demands that platforms take greater control of 
the content on their services. 

Wu suggests that these tools make decisions “in the shadow of the law, 
but . . . [are] not compelled by it, and the decisions made by the software 
are now more important than the law.”233 Increasingly, though, these tools 
are being compelled by law—if not explicitly, then implicitly by virtue of 
requirements that would be impossible to comply with without AI.234 
Proactive monitoring and filtering obligations are increasingly being 
imposed on intermediaries across more types of content by laws around 
the world.235 For example, a recent Court of Justice of the European Union 
order requires platforms to use “automated search tools and technolo-
gies” to remove content deemed identical or equivalent to content 
declared to be illegal.236 The new EU copyright directive requires 
platforms to make best efforts to block uploads of copyrighted material.237 
Australia passed a law requiring platforms to remove “abhorrent violent 
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material . . . expeditiously.”238 The timeframes implicit in this demand 
make anything but automated moderation likely to be inadequate to meet 
it.239 Other laws similarly stack the deck in incentivizing platforms to 
automate their operations.240 AI tools are increasingly necessary to meet 
public and regulatory expectations of content moderation.241 

This is the fairytale version of the story: Faced with unprecedented 
and ungovernable volumes of speech and societal and regulatory demands 
that they moderate more responsibly, platforms developed magical AI 
tools that tamed the ocean of online content. But this is not the reality. 
The inevitability of error has not disappeared; it has merely changed. 

Platforms’ claims about the accuracy of algorithmic moderation are 
unverified.242 Even taking them at face value, it is obvious that AI tools do 
not remove the inevitability of error. AI tools may make different errors 
than humans and may even err more predictably, but they still make 
errors.243 Too often, the label “AI” is used to mask the bluntness and 
vulnerabilities of these tools. 

There are two types of automated tools used in commercial content 
moderation: matching systems, which compare new posts against a data-
base of preclassified content, and predictive systems, which aim to classify 
new posts as against platform rules.244 Both make errors, but different 
kinds.245 Matching systems involve both false positives (like when a match 
is recorded despite context changing the content’s meaning, such as 
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terrorist footage being used in news reporting) and false negatives (like 
when a match is missed because of some immaterial alteration to the con-
tent, such as the at least 800 visually distinct variants of the Christchurch 
Massacre uploaded to Facebook altered to evade detection246). Predictive 
systems have more generalized and potentially problematic errors. While 
there is little to no information about the tools platforms actually use, the 
best evidence is that they are brittle and easily fooled.247 Research about 
the biases and blind spots of predictive language tools is widespread and 
mounting.248 But such biases and blind spots might be better described as 
errors that occur when AI tools go wrong. Even when AI tools get it right, 
state of the art tools still make errors.249 

The unavoidable truth is these tools are deployed with the full expec-
tation that they will get decisions wrong. Given the volume of decisions 
involved, this cannot be fully mitigated by simply hiring more content 
moderators, even as that remains an essential demand for platforms to 
meet. 

This Article has focused on moderation tools that detect and remove 
content, but the probability framework applies more broadly too. 
Facebook, for example, claims success when it reduces the impressions 
received by fact-checked stories by eighty percent.250 WhatsApp touts a 
seventy-percent reduction in forwarding of viral messages as evidencing 
real progress in the fight against misinformation.251 YouTube declared 
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success in fighting conspiracy theories on the basis that it retrained its rec-
ommendation algorithm and reduced watch time of “borderline content” 
coming from recommendations by seventy percent.252 Interstitials—like 
warning screens, fact-check labels or prompts to read articles before 
sharing them—are measured in relative, not absolute terms, such as how 
many people clicked through or shared content.253 Probability is a 
governing logic across almost all platform design and moderation choices, 
not merely content takedowns. 

Crucially, algorithmic moderation still involves human decisions 
about speech rights. AI tools are not neutral.254 Responding to Wu’s 
question, Will Artificial Intelligence Eat the Law? due to its increased use in 
content moderation,255 Olivier Sylvain argues that “[s]creening technolo-
gies do not make content distribution decisions. As rule-bound as they are, 
they do not eat anything they are told to leave alone.”256 Humans design 
content moderation systems.257 Humans tell AI tools what to look for. 
Humans remain in control of online speech rights. (Or, at least, they 
should.) 

But system-design decisions involved in training and deploying AI do 
differ in important ways to traditional decisions about speech. Because the 
decisions are taken ex ante, at the moment of system design and tool 
development, they are intrinsically systemic rather than individualistic. They 
are not made on a case-by-case basis, but by considering the platform as a 
whole. This makes platform rights adjudication “actuarial.”258 As Professor 
Mike Ananny explains: 
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Platform content moderation is . . . probabilistic. It is a 
confluence of likelihoods: did an algorithmic filter trigger a 
computational threshold to block offensive content, did enough 
users within a particular period of time flag a sufficient amount 
of content to cause an account to be suspended, and did third-
party content moderators evenly apply platforms’ content 
standards?259 
So while the “enforcement capacity” of AI tools is vast,260 it remains 

pervaded by error. As one study commissioned by the European 
Parliament observed, these technologies use “probabilistic methods; 
errors cannot be completely avoided. At a given level of technical perfor-
mance, we can usually reduce the false negatives rate . . . , only if we 
increase the false positives rate . . . . [W]e can improve sensitivity only by 
worsening specificity, or equivalently we can improve recall only by 
reducing precision.”261 The prediction that “[w]hen code is law . . . 
execution is exquisite, and law can be self-enforcing” (so-called “perfect 
enforcement”)262 has not arrived. Perfect enforcement is still—and, for 
the imaginable future, will remain—illusory. Probable enforcement is reality. 

3. Probability as Pragmatism. — Readers may instinctively resist refram-
ing speech rights as probabilistic. It seems at odds with the traditional, 
individualistic conception of rights, especially speech rights which are often 
considered exceptional and fundamental.   

This leads to an obvious objection: If the scale is so unmanageable, 
why not insist on smaller platforms?263 This argument has intuitive appeal 
but, even if practically conceivable,264 breaking up and capping the size of 
social media platforms would not change the essential problem: Whether 
concentrated on a few platforms or dispersed across multiple laboratories 
of online governance, the volume of online speech will only continue to 
increase.265 This is what makes the internet so vibrant and such a powerful 
tool for communication. But this volume is also what makes it so unwieldy 
and requiring of new thinking about speech rights. 

As unsatisfactory as it seems, probabilistic enforcement is the only 
possibility between two extremes of severely limiting speech or letting all 
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the posts flow. Some might be attracted to one of these two extremes, but 
neither is an optimal rights equilibrium. The internet has enabled more 
broadcasting of expression and amplification of speech, including by 
those historically marginalized and excluded, than any time in history.266 
Platforms are powerful venues for free expression and a world without 
them would be a loss for free speech. As argued above,267 however, the 
posts-as-trumps approach is no longer tenable. Probabilistic enforcement 
is an imperfect but pragmatic compromise. Simply put, “Algorithmic 
moderation is here to stay, now mandated either implicitly or explicitly in 
both legislation and information platform regulation.”268 

This may not be as radical a departure from traditional thinking about 
speech as it initially seems. No legal system guarantees a right to an 
accurate decision.269 Enforcement of speech rules has never been perfect, 
online or off. Governance systems always make choices that acknowledge 
the inevitability of error: Resource allocation, burdens of proof, and due 
process requirements are just some of the many determinants of error 
distribution. 

Even in the context of speech rights, law accepts that error is inevi-
table. But the crucial tension is that First Amendment doctrine made a 
very clear choice about error preference and chose to err all in one 
direction. As Professor Fred Schauer notes, the “logical and necessary 
mandate of the chilling effect doctrine,” for example, is to “allocate the 
risk of error away from” chilling speech over chilling other activities.270 Or, 
as Professor John Hart Ely put it, First Amendment jurisprudence as a 
whole comes “to much the same thing: that false-positives are not to be 
tolerated.”271 Professor Adrian Vermeule, drawing on Professor Vincent 
Blasi’s influential work, similarly observes that much free speech doctrine 
can be summarized as a kind of “constitutional risk aversion.”272 But 
Vermeule also called, as this Article does now, for a more mature approach 
to speech governance that instead takes into account “countervailing risks 
and harms on all sides of speech protections and speech restrictions.”273 
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*    *    * 

Recognizing the role of proportionality and probability in online 
speech governance shows that content moderation is a task of systemic 
balancing: Interests are balanced and error rates are rationalized at the 
level of system design. Before returning to this in section III.B, this Article 
examines a case study that vividly illustrates this centrality of propor-
tionality and probability to current online speech governance: content 
moderation during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

D. The Pandemic 

In some ways, content moderation during the COVID-19 pandemic 
has been exceptional—an invocation of “emergency powers”274 and an 
abandonment of platforms’ “defensive crouch” about the extent of their 
power over online speech.275 In important ways, however, “[c]ontent 
moderation during this pandemic is [simply] an exaggerated version of 
content moderation all the time.”276 Platforms’ highly visible interventions 
have only made more apparent fundamental truths about online speech 
governance: It involves balancing interests and making judgments about 
proportionate restrictions on speech when writing rules, and probabilistic 
choices about error preference when enforcing them. 

1. The Pandemic and Proportionality. — Platforms have taken an unu-
sually aggressive approach to removing false content during the pandemic, 
invoking greater risks of harm as justifying more extensive speech 
restrictions.  

Facebook has said that the expanding list of types of content it will 
disallow is “an extension of our existing policies to remove content that 
could cause physical harm.”277 Its pandemic policies therefore represent a 
different balancing of speech and safety interests in the context of the pub-
lic health emergency. As Facebook’s head of global policy management 
said, “It’s always a balance . . . . The approach hasn’t changed . . . . [T]his 
is just a bigger and longer threat.”278 
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Twitter similarly announced that it is “[b]roadening [its] definition 
of harm to address content that goes directly against guidance from 
authoritative sources of global and local public health information.”279 
Ordinarily, Twitter does not remove content purely because it is false, but 
the list of pandemic-related misinformation it is removing is long. In a 
watershed moment, Twitter even removed tweets of world leaders that 
contained misinformation about COVID-19 cures and added labels to 
tweets from President Trump.280 Even before the pandemic, however, 
Twitter had been developing a gradually expanding set of policies against 
which the new COVID policies do not look out of place.281 

The arc of Google’s policies has been similar, although harder to pin 
down given that the company tends to be more opaque. Google’s initial 
pandemic policies were vague, simply stating that it was “removing COVID-
19 misinformation” and taking down “thousands of videos related to 
dangerous or misleading coronavirus information.”282 But YouTube 
belatedly revealed a more detailed and extensive policy.283 These were 
additional to, but not inconsistent with, preexisting policies about harmful 
content.284 

These moves reflect the broad trend across the industry. For example, 
Pinterest started limiting all search results about the coronavirus to results 
from “internationally-recognized health organizations.”285 Reddit “quar-
antined” (its term for imposing measures that require users to specifically 
opt in to see certain content) two subreddits so that users would not view 
misinformation accidentally.286 Medium started aggressively taking down 
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viral posts under a new policy on COVID-19 content, despite the site’s 
mission to be a platform for “whatever you have to say.”287 

This flood of new policies was in one sense akin to a declaration of 
emergency, with platforms mobilizing to impose guardrails on the internet 
in the face of the “infodemic.”288 From a broader perspective, however, 
these policies were simply reflective of the growing trend of platforms 
balancing speech rights against other interests, albeit with the recognition 
that in the context of a global pandemic these other interests are 
particularly weighty. 

2. The Pandemic and Probabilities. — Just as platforms were imple-
menting these more aggressive policies, they were faced with the same 
challenge confronting businesses around the world: Their content 
moderation contractors and staff had to work from home. For logistical 
reasons, platforms drastically scaled back human moderation and 
increased their reliance on AI.289 

In a break from the usual optimism about the efficacy of such tools,290 
platforms acknowledged that this shift to AI-centric moderation would 
result in more errors. Facebook,291 Twitter,292 and YouTube293 all admitted 
that relying on AI tools without human moderation would result in 
blunter, less contextualized decisions and more mistakes. 

Generally, these announcements presaged more “false positives”—
that is, over-removal of content. Early reports from platforms of the con-
sequences of these choices confirmed that this was the general effect.294 
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Although platforms could not help sending their human moderators 
home, another possible error choice was available: reducing use of AI tools 
and allowing more false negatives. That is, they could have moderated far 
less in general and tolerated more violating content. But in the context of 
the “infodemic” and global emergency, this was not much of an alternative 
at all. Platforms would quickly become unusable, mired in spam and—
during the pandemic especially—actively harmful misinformation.295 The 
choice between false positives and false negatives was therefore an unusu-
ally easy one. But less extreme versions of this choice happen in the 
context of every content moderation policy. 

The hyper-reliance on AI tools during the pandemic was merely an 
unusually visible, honest, and exaggerated example of the way content 
moderation always works. As Stamos has explained, policy teams work 
hand-in-hand with tech and operational teams within the company, and 
policies are designed based on comparing false positive rates across tests 
of different rules.296 Error rates are not merely a consequence of policy 
choices; they are deeply embedded in them. 

Content moderation during COVID-19 therefore represented a 
dramatic rhetorical shift from platforms, but not a truly substantive one. 
In some ways, it simply represented an unusual moment of candor about 
the governing logics of content moderation system design. 

But if the pandemic is a clarifying example of the inherent dynamics 
of content moderation, it is also a stark illustration of its ongoing deficits. 
Despite early acclaim,297 platforms’ efforts to stem the tide of harmful 
content quickly ran into criticism as it became clear that even—or perhaps 
especially—under emergency conditions, drawing lines can be hard and 
controversial. This was compounded by a lack of transparency that led to 
confusion and distrust about exactly what interests were being balanced. 
Why could some world leaders suggest unproven remedies for COVID-19 
while others had their posts removed for the same offense?298 Why were 
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some anti-lockdown protest events allowed while others were removed?299 
Furthermore, ongoing failures to fully explain error choices led to 
continued frustration and misunderstanding as the mistakes that 
platforms had forewarned about, and which were accepted in theory, came 
to fruition and seemed less acceptable in practice. The over- and under-
enforcement of the mask-ad ban example with which this Article opens is 
a case in point.300 

The next Part describes these challenges in more detail. Just as it 
highlighted the centrality of proportionality and probability, content mod-
eration during the pandemic also highlighted the lack of transparency and 
vocabulary necessary to intelligently evaluate the trade-offs inherent in 
putting these principles into practice. 

II. ASKING THE RIGHTS QUESTIONS 

So far, this Article has shown that proportionality and probability are 
the precepts around which online speech governance is now crafted, and 
it has defended this new paradigm of systemic balancing. But these shifts 
require a reconceptualization of the online speech governance project. 
Yet, because these changes have generally occurred incrementally and 
implicitly, they remain undertheorized and discourse around them 
impoverished. 

This Part turns to the weaknesses and questions that have been 
neglected within this new framework, and which undermine the actual 
and perceived legitimacy of current governance. There are two central 
unaddressed weaknesses: (1) a lack of clarity about what interests should 
be taken into account in the balancing exercise and how to deal with their 
“incommensurability”; and (2) the need to openly acknowledge the inev-
itability of error and the error choices this necessitates. 

A. Incommensurability 

As soon as the decisionmaker moves from professing to be a mere 
“taxonomist” under a categorical approach to a “grocer” weighing 
competing values, questions necessarily arise about what gets measured 
and how the scales are calibrated. It is the very subjectivity, and some would 
say impossibility, of this exercise that has been the basis of American 
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resistance to balancing in constitutional law.301 This is most memorably 
encapsulated in Justice Scalia’s declaration that balancing is doomed to 
fail because competing interests are incommensurate and so trying to 
balance them is “like judging whether a particular line is longer than a 
particular rock is heavy.”302 The incommensurability debate has felled 
many trees, and I shall not settle it here. My own view is that the 
indeterminacy critique is overstated and, perhaps more importantly, the 
determinacy of any alternative is also overstated.303 As Professor Richard 
Fallon argues, “Along a myriad of often unrecognized dimensions, 
constitutional law requires the identification, specification, weighing, 
balancing, and accommodation of sometimes competing individual and 
governmental interests.”304 There is no escaping this task.305 

But the more fundamental point for present purposes is that this 
problem is not new. The evolution of content moderation debates mirrors 
fundamental debates about rights adjudication generally, the exceptional-
ism of the American categorical approach to free speech jurisprudence, 
and broader arguments of rules versus standards.306 

But in the context of content moderation, general concerns about 
balancing take an even sharper form. Not only do private platforms lack 
any constitutional mandate or legitimacy to conduct the fraught balancing 
exercise, it is not even clear what that exercise encompasses in such a 
context. Employing proportionality as a method of analysis cannot answer 
the anterior question of what needs to be proportionate to what. Propor-
tionality is a tool—a “framework that must be filled with content.”307 Two 
questions need to be answered: What interests should be taken into ac-
count, and how do you determine their relative weights? Neither question 
can be directly translated from a state-based system of adjudication. 

The first question—what purposes are “legitimate” reasons for 
limiting speech—is distinctive in the context of content moderation 
because of the private nature of platforms. In constructing and enforcing 
online speech rules, platforms are not neutral parties, but businesses with 
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a stake in aggregate outcomes (if not individual ones).308 Content 
moderation is the commodity platforms offer,309 and they have their own 
First Amendment rights (or, in international parlance, “speech rights”) to 
determine what content to host and how they present it.310 Indeed, they 
have a fiduciary duty to maximize stockholder value.311 The extent to 
which these interests can be weighed against (or in favor of) individual 
speech rights and other social interests is essentially open.312  

Existing bodies of law do not have preexisting tools to account for 
these interests and the different balancing calculus they create.313 
Facebook, for example, has adopted its own “values” that can justify limi-
tations on speech which have some overlap, but are not coextensive, with 
those in other legal systems.314 How should any conflicts between 
Facebook’s values and those recognized by state-based free speech 
doctrines be reconciled? Perhaps the simplest answer is that state-based 
norms can provide a floor below which private platform interests cannot 
justify going. But this answers only the obvious cases, such as not allowing 
a platform that professes to be open to political debate to restrict such 
debate on the basis of viewpoint alone. But most of the contentious issues 
of content moderation happen in the vast space where there are multiple 
possible rights-respecting alternative answers. 

Transplanting from state-based jurisprudence also does not account 
for other characteristics that make platform content moderation different 
from state action: Most obviously, while there can be serious consequences 
from having content or accounts removed from social media,315 these will 
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usually fall short of the consequences of state sanction. Conversely, most 
algorithmic moderation occurs at upload, and therefore operates as a 
prior restraint.316 State-based jurisprudence does not speak to how 
restriction of speech by a private platform is simply just different to 
traditional government restrictions. 

Making matters worse still, even if it were clear which interests should 
be taken into account, platforms have no particular competency in 
assessing them.317 As U.N. Special Rapporteur David Kaye noted, “Compa-
nies are not in the position of Governments to assess threats to national 
security and public order, and hate speech restrictions on those grounds 
should be based not on company assessment but legal orders from 
States.”318 This might imply that companies are in a good position to 
evaluate restrictions on speech for other purposes such as rights of others, 
public health, or morals.319 But it is not clear that is the case, especially for 
quintessentially Silicon Valley–based companies purporting to determine 
public health or morals for users in, say, India320 or Europe.321 

If under the posts-as-trumps approach platforms half-innocently 
asked “who are we to balance rights and interests?”322 when platforms 
conduct proportionality analysis, others now ask the same thing: “Who are 
you to decide the balance between competing interests?”323 Platforms are 
making consequential decisions about the shape of public discourse. They 
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might base these choices on balancing public interests or their own private 
interests, but in neither case are they well-placed to be trusted arbiters. 
They have neither doctrine nor competency to bring to bear on the 
determination of how these interests should be weighted. In attempting to 
apply proportionality in content moderation, not only are platforms 
comparing the length of a line with the weight of a rock, but they must do 
it using only a hammer while wearing a blindfold. 

Nevertheless, the only way out is through. There is no avoiding the 
fundamental task of balancing interests in writing content moderation 
rules. Governments can set parameters within the limits of their constitu-
tions, but they will never be able to answer most online speech governance 
questions, both because of the speed and scale at which such governance 
must happen and because governmental involvement in the minutiae of 
speech control is inherently suspect and generally unconstitutional. 
Therefore, the question is not if but how platforms should perform this 
impossible task. Part III below expands on this, but first, things get more 
dire still. The next section turns to the problems that probability raises for 
speech governance. 

B. Getting Rights Wrong 

Content moderation systems must accept error. Indeed, they decide 
to get it wrong sometimes and must decide in which direction to do so. 
The choice to get it wrong in some portion of cases is the price of getting 
it right, within a reasonable timeframe (or at all), in the vast majority of 
cases. Therefore, the question a probability framework demands an 
answer to is: How should decisionmakers compare different kinds of errors 
and error rates? 

Academics, lawmakers, and the broader public discourse have almost 
entirely eschewed this kind of analysis.324 Instead, frequent public outrage 
cycles focus on instances of platforms failing to perfectly enforce their rules. 
Typical of the genre are the stories about Facebook’s failure to properly 
enforce its mask-ad ban from the introduction.325 Another example is 
Facebook deplatforming antiracist skinheads while attempting to remove 
white supremacy groups.326 There is no denying, and indeed Facebook 
acknowledged, that these were mistakes.327 But when error is inevitable, 
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these stories need reframing. The question cannot be whether there are 
instances of false positives (benign mask content being taken down) or false 
negatives (mask ads continuing to run) when enforcing a mask-ad ban—
the answer to that question will always be “yes.” The more pertinent 
questions are: What error rates are acceptable in enforcing a ban on mask 
ads? Should Facebook err on the side of removing some volunteer mask 
makers for the benefit of quickly removing most mask ads (over-
enforcement), or on the side of trying to ensure no volunteer mask-makers 
get caught but some mask ads go undetected (under-enforcement)? This 
answer in part depends on technical capacity to calibrate between these 
two extremes. 

This reframing might cause discomfort for two reasons in particular. 
First, there is a risk of allowing error rates to become excuses for negligent 
enforcement practices and inadequate investment by platforms in content 
moderation. The second is the reason described earlier,328 of error analysis 
being at odds with traditional thinking about speech rights, which are 
individualistic and, to the extent they consider systemic error costs, always 
err on the side of avoiding false positives. 

The first risk is what Professor Sarah Roberts calls content modera-
tion’s “logic of opacity”:329 the cultivated secrecy that allows companies to 
frame individual and high-profile cases of error as reasonable mistakes 
while preventing interrogation of the systems that led to them. A stark 
example of this is Zuckerberg’s initial explanation of a failure to remove a 
militia page calling for people to bring weapons to a protest in Kenosha, 
Wisconsin, as an “operational mistake,” despite later revelations that an 
event created by the page had been reported 455 times, making up sixty-
six percent of all event reports that day.330 In the abstract, failing to take 
down a single event page can seem like an individual tragic error; but with 
the relevant contextual information, ignoring such a large and dispropor-
tionate number of reports cannot be seen as anything other than a 
systemic failure. Thus, crucially, accepting that errors are inevitable must 
be the beginning of the conversation, not the end of it. Determining 
acceptable error rates and which errors platforms should err on the side 
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of making is impossible in the absence of adequate information about the 
systems that make and enforce those decisions and their capabilities and 
biases. But this too can be a strength of focusing on systemic rather than 
individual choices: Systemic values and problems can only be identified 
from this broader perspective.331 

This reflects discourse about systemic biases and governance of AI 
more generally.332 Content moderation discourse has been slow to join this 
conversation because of the strong hold that the individual framing of 
speech rights has on our imagination. If under the posts-as-trumps 
framework, the platforms asked “who are we to balance rights and inter-
ests?” and the proportionality framework has society asking “who are 
platforms to balance rights and interests?”, then the move to probability 
raises the question: “Who is anyone to plan to get decisions about free 
speech wrong?” 

But online speech governance needs to learn to live with this discom-
fort. The internet has unleashed a torrent of expression that needs to be 
governed. Whether it be on platforms currently dominant or new and 
smaller ones, there is no escaping that the traditional individualistic 
understanding of speech rights does not compute in these new systems of 
free expression. 

Of course, the individualistic conception is itself somewhat of a myth. 
Legal systems always make errors. The problem is that historically they 
have not been so legible, in the sense that every instance of erroneously 
categorized content is recorded and often searchable. Nor have legal 
systems historically been so brazen or candid about their mistakes. Error 
choice—especially in rights cases—is often viewed with embarrassment. 
Schauer argues this is unfortunate: 

Defending the making of mistakes is a formidable task. It may 
even be unwise. Yet . . . creating a decisionmaking procedure 
predicted at the outset to make some number of errors will often 
lead to fewer errors in the long run than will creating a 
decisionmaking procedure that in theory produces no errors but 
that in practice produces many.333 
If academic and public discourse around content moderation has so 

far largely failed to engage in this kind of analysis, it is not because it is 
impossible: Platforms do it internally all the time.334 Policy teams within 
platforms work “hand-in-hand” with tech and operational teams so that 
any rule changes can be tested on random samples to “see how effective 
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the rules are, how many false positive[s] will exist, and whether there are 
any unforeseen consequences.”335 Ex-Facebook Chief Security Officer 
Stamos gave the example of Facebook’s expansion of its ban on dangerous 
groups to include those espousing “white nationalism” as a policy change 
that would be subjected to this kind of testing for how easy it would be to 
operationalize.336 As Facebook later described the decision, writing the 
policy took nearly a year, largely because the company was working to de-
termine “what are the kinds of speech that might actually unintentionally 
be swept in to this policy . . . depending on how we draw the line.”337 As 
this example shows, even decisions that seem like quintessentially ques-
tions of principle (are white nationalist groups dangerous organizations?) 
are subject to probabilistic enforcement calculations.  

External discourse, by contrast, largely focuses on matters of free 
speech principle and theory rather than practical enforcement con-
straints. Neither is irrelevant: Being able to justify policies as a matter of 
principle remains important, but only justifying policies on the basis of 
principle regardless of how they operate in practice is inadequate. But 
enforcement constraints also cannot obscure the important free speech 
values at stake. Probabilistic pragmatism is not mistaken but unavoidable; 
to legitimize it, error choice calibration cannot remain entirely hidden 
from view. 

A rare public example of this kind of analysis comes from cloud 
service provider Cloudflare, which made its child sexual abuse material 
(CSAM) detection technology available to all its clients.338 Its announce-
ment of the move provided rare insight into the trade-offs platforms make. 
CSAM detection technology works by checking uploads to a platform 
against a central repository of CSAM images.339 Cloudflare noted that one 
of the biggest questions was “what the appropriate threshold should be” 
for matches.340 Too strict a threshold and there will be many false negatives 
(CSAM left unflagged), but too loose and there will be many false positives. 
The post explained that while “[f]alse positives may seem like the lesser 
evil . . . there are legitimate concerns that increasing the possibility of false 
positives at scale could waste limited resources and further overwhelm the 
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existing ecosystem.”341 Different platforms may want different thresholds, 
depending on their type of business, content review systems, and likely 
exposure and risk tolerance. Because of all these variables, Cloudflare 
concluded that it would allow its customers to set their own thresholds: 
“[A]llowing individual site owners to set the parameters that make the 
most sense for their particular site will result in lower false negative rates 
(i.e., more CSAM being flagged) than if we try and set one global standard 
for every one of our customers.”342 

Thus, even for CSAM, a relatively defined category about which there 
is essentially universal agreement on the harm it causes and the urgency 
with which it needs to be removed, placing the decision within operational 
constraints means that a tighter threshold is not always better. Too many 
false positives may make identifying and prosecuting actual instances of 
CSAM more difficult.343 Or, in cases like the “Terror of War” photo, there 
are reputational costs for platform mistakes—Facebook accidentally 
removing this iconic photo of a naked child fleeing a napalm attack during 
the Vietnam War is still often invoked as an embarrassing footnote in 
content moderation history.344 Therefore, even with a relatively clear-cut 
category, where “[t]he margin of over-removal and collateral damage to 
lawful speech is likely to be small,” there are still no easy answers.345 

Similar analysis likely takes place for the setting of any rule and the 
deployment of any content moderation technology.346 The objective here 
is not to defend any particular choice of thresholds or error rates,347 but 
simply to illustrate that these decisions are choices between errors. Too 
often, many in these conversations presume a level of technical capability 
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https://ai.facebook.com/blog/using-ai-to-detect-covid-19-misinformation-and-exploitative-
content [https://perma.cc/U4WY-AZMK] (discussing similar trade-offs in the context of 
visual pandemic misinformation). 
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that eschews talking about error at all.348 Lawmakers in particular—no 
doubt in part because of years of false assurances from platforms—are 
beginning to enshrine into law short removal deadlines that make reliance 
on AI tools a practical necessity.349 But these conversations rarely make 
explicit the fact that such requirements are themselves an error choice, 
forcing platforms into over-removal. Instead, such laws proceed on the 
false assumption that platforms could remove the bad without the good, 
and faster, if only they just tried harder.350 Without question, in most cases 
platforms could likely be doing better, but a simple “nerd harder” 
directive that does not recognize trade-offs is not sound. 

Instead, as Schauer counselled,351 accepting errors and designing a 
process that seeks to optimize around them, rather than ignoring them, is 
likely to be more accurate overall. 

To be clear, there may be cases where error costs are too great, or 
where the probabilities cannot be made to fall within an acceptable range. 
Accepting errors does not mean accepting all errors. But knowing what 
relevant error rates actually are opens this conversation too, by showing 
exactly how content moderation alone might be an insufficient tool to 
tackle a particular problem if reasonable rules are not capable of being 
enforced within an acceptable range of accuracy. It may be, for example, 
that the costs of violent livestreams are so high, and the technological 
difficulty of moderating live footage so difficult, that it outweighs the 
benefits of such technology being widely available at present.352 A 
conversation that assumes you can have the good of livestreams without 
the bad curtails this conversation entirely.353 

III. RECALIBRATING 

This is the inflection point at which content moderation stands then: 
Major platforms operate on the basis of systemic balancing, but this is 
underrecognized and undertheorized. As regulators begin to transform 
the legal constraints on these systems and platforms emerge from their 
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pandemic “states of emergency,” addressing these deficits is crucial. The 
regulations and institutions that emerge from this moment of disruption 
will profoundly shape online speech and public discourse. 

This Part describes the project of recalibrating content moderation 
around systemic balancing. First, it addresses concerns that recognizing 
proportionality and probability will inevitably devalue speech rights. To 
the contrary, open acknowledgment of these principles can be speech 
enhancing and protective. Second, this Part describes the questions that 
recalibrating online speech governance institutional design around sys-
temic balancing raises for platforms and regulators in turn. The con-
clusions are necessarily tentative: The task requires intellectual humility 
and incrementalism. Ultimately, online speech governance may converge 
around certain rules or principles, but the only way to find those principles 
is through a period of diversity and transparent experimentation. Finally, 
this Part reiterates the importance of learning these lessons now, as the 
landscape is unusually destabilized and open for contestation. 

A. Against Speech Rights Deflation 

The arguments in this Article so far may have made many free speech 
scholars nervous. Previous Parts have talked about proportionality analy-
sis—often seen as anathema to U.S. rights, and especially First 
Amendment, jurisprudence—and of reducing sacred speech rights to 
mere probabilities. This subpart hopes to ease those anxieties. 

One of the most prominent strands of proportionality critique is that 
it undermines rights by reducing them to one of many interests to be 
balanced.354 This is, after all, the thrust of Dworkin’s argument that to sub-
ject rights to balancing is to deny them altogether.355 In the context of 
speech rights specifically, this is said to be especially pernicious as 
uncertainty leads to “chilling effects,” with those unsure avoiding 
speaking.356 If this wasn’t bad enough, probabilistic reasoning inherently 
accepts that infringement on valuable speech is inevitable. These two 
dynamics combined might be thought to inherently devalue and deflate 
online speech rights. But systemic balancing will not lead to a free speech 
dystopia for four reasons. 

First, this Article’s argument has been that online speech governance 
is already being shaped by proportionality and probability, whether it is 
explicitly recognized or not. To resist systemic balancing is to ignore real-
ity. The obvious retort is that current content moderation is a free speech 
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dystopia that undervalues speech.357 But value judgments about what 
speech is allowed online are inevitable; the question that remains is how 
to make them. Neither free speech absolutism nor the First Amendment’s 
highly protective regime provides a workable basis for content moderation 
rules: Platforms would quickly find themselves overrun with spam, adult 
content, and other merely “unpleasant” content that would diminish the 
value of their products to users.358 At the very least, there will always need 
to be a balance struck between the free speech rights (and business 
interests) of platforms to decide what content they want to host and the 
free speech interests of users to say whatever they want. Denying that 
balancing is taking place in these decisions is only to obscure it from view, 
not to eliminate it. Exposing such balancing allows for productive 
argument about it, which could result in its eventual rejection. 

This is the second point: Proportionality itself does not demand par-
ticular substantive results. Indeed, this is one of the major strands of 
criticism directed at the method: It is too indeterminate.359 Accordingly, 
adoption of proportionality does not inevitably entail a less speech-
protective standard than a categorical approach.360 Of course, recognizing 
and balancing other interests does suggest more limitations on speech. 
But just as categorical reasoning can be used to support protecting or 
censoring certain types of content,361 it is possible to apply balancing tests 
more or less robustly and to weight interests differently.362 The proof of 
this possible plurality is in the different substantive laws of free expression 
around the world despite proportionality’s global dominance.363 As 
Professor Vicki Jackson argues, “[T]here is no conceptual obstacle to 
providing strong rights protection through proportionality analysis by 
treating . . . the value of freedom of expression as presumptively stronger 
than reasons for suppression.”364 
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Third, because proportionality requires using the “least restrictive 
means” to limit speech,365 it can be speech-protective overall. Indeed, look-
ing for a proportionate response will often suggest more speech-protective 
measures. Labeling content as fact-checked or manipulated follows the 
hallowed counterspeech tradition that the best remedy for falsehoods is 
more speech, rather than censorship.366 De-amplification does not reduce 
the amount of speech and does not directly impede the ability to speak. 
Whether speech is amplified by platforms’ algorithms is a separate 
question from whether it can be posted in the first place, just as govern-
ment-subsidized speech is a separate question from regular viewpoint 
discrimination under the First Amendment.367 As the now-ubiquitous 
saying goes, “[F]ree speech is not the same as free reach.”368 These and 
other intermediate methods will respect speech while acknowledging 
other interests. 

Finally, the substantive difference between proportionality-based and 
categorical approaches is likely ultimately overstated. The two approaches 
tend to converge over time: 

Just as rule-based approaches often see the edges of the rules 
rounded off when difficult cases are presented, so too do more 
open-ended and discretionary approaches (which is what the 
“proportionality” inquiry amounts to) evolve, for reasons of 
limits on the human or judicial capacity to deal simultaneously 
with too many unorganized options, into approaches more 
reliant on rules.369 
The project of constructing online systems of free expression has only 

just begun. Facebook, for example, only made its Community Standards 
public in 2018.370 To say that content moderation remains incoherent, 
seemingly ad hoc, and unpredictable is to say nothing more than free 
speech is messy and that constructing a system of free expression based on 
new information technology will take time. 

Proportionality is well-suited to this process. No single theory of free 
expression can resolve the entire range of complex free expression 
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problems.371 Instead of continuing the search for a unified theory of free 
speech, adapted to the platform era, the development of content modera-
tion principles is better served by a series of “incompletely theorized 
agreements,” where decisionmakers reach agreements on outcomes based 
on relatively narrow or low-level explanations.372 In his seminal articulation 
of this concept, Professor Cass Sunstein argued it was best suited to 
contexts where decisions need to be made rapidly, in the face of intracta-
ble social disagreements on first principles,373 and by decisionmakers 
“lack[ing] . . . democratic pedigree.”374 Perhaps no adjudicatory environ-
ment better encapsulates these qualities than private platforms writing 
rules applied millions of times a day defining what speech is allowed in the 
fast-changing internet ecosystem. Rather than resorting to highfalutin 
justifications based on free speech platitudes, which have proved unsatis-
fying,375 the context-specific reasoning style of proportionality serves to 
transform “a debate over values into a debate over facts, which is easier to 
resolve.”376 

This also better facilitates translation of speech rights into their online 
manifestation. Because rights contain “a significant empirical component, 
our understanding of a right can always be upset by evidence that forces a 
change in these empirical beliefs.”377 There can hardly be a more radical 
upset of our understanding of speech than the internet, a transformative 
force that is not static but continually evolving. Therefore, content 
moderation rules should be devised experimentally, “rather than imple-
ment[ed] . . . based on intuitive appeal,” especially as empirical research 
has shown counterintuitive results.378 Indeed, it is striking how much we 
do not know about online speech. Labels and fact-checking can be 
effective in certain circumstances, for example,379 but their exact design 
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really matters.380 Without careful implementation, there can be unin-
tended consequences like giving an “implied truth” effect to content left 
unlabeled (whether true or not).381 We are only at the very beginning of 
the process of determining what works outside the take-down/leave-up 
paradigm. 

One particularly important empirical question is the extent to which 
removing certain content can in fact be speech-enhancing, as people who 
might be chilled by the presence of harassment or abuse feel more 
empowered online.382 Further research on this dynamic could transform 
the way we think about “protecting speech” online. 

These few examples are simply to illustrate that content moderation 
needs to be grounded in research and not just reflexive interventions. 
Platitudes about the “marketplace of ideas” or “chilling effects” are in fact 
empirical assumptions based on very different speech ecosystems, 
unmediated by algorithms or shaped by the particular affordances of 
platforms.383 For the first time in history, datasets exist to test these 
assumptions, and content moderation rules should be influenced and 
justified by reference to such findings. 

This is no doubt a somewhat unsatisfying conclusion. Many particu-
lars are left open for further research, which at the very least describes an 
uncertain future for speech rules, at least temporarily. This may confirm 
the fears of those who reject balancing precisely because it leads to more 
unpredictability than categorical, bright-line rules. But legal certainty is an 
instrumental value and should not be pursued at all costs. The value of 
strict rules versus flexible principles depends on context: “[B]oth have 
advantages and disadvantages. Rules lead to less than optimal decisions, 
whereas principles provide less legal certainty.”384 So, “[e]ven if 
‘categorical’ rules would result in fewer errors . . . [proportionality] may 
result in fewer ‘serious’ errors, or departures from a common sense of 
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constitutional justice, than its ‘categorical’ counterpart.”385 The certainty 
of the more absolutist early post-as-trumps frame for content moderation 
extracted a high price. Indeed, the very point of disruption is to make 
uncertain the previously certain but unsatisfactory paradigm. And in truth, 
certainty and predictability are likely to be illusory in the context of the 
rapidly evolving, ever-changing environment of online platforms. 

B. Addressing Systemic Balancing’s Current Deficits 

Accepting that content moderation is a task of systemic balancing says 
little about how that approach should be applied in practice. Indeed, the 
premise of the incommensurability critique is that there is little constraint 
on decisionmakers who balance. Add in the concession that some propor-
tion of cases will inevitably be wrong, and creating any guardrails for 
decisionmakers might seem hopeless. 

But “[t]he weight to give the indeterminacy critique depends to an 
important degree on what proportionality review would replace.”386 The 
rights-as-trumps approach also did not provide any meaningful constraint 
for writing speech rules. The history of online speech governance is a his-
tory of platforms exercising essentially unconstrained discretion, creating 
ad hoc rules in response to particular crises.387 Platforms are still largely 
just “making rules up.”388 My defense of balancing is ultimately limited and 
pragmatic: I do not defend the rationality of balancing, nor do I take a 
position on whether a structured form of decisionmaking can completely 
constrain decisionmakers. Unlike others, I do not wish to propose a 
mathematical “internet interest-balancing formula” or tie myself to 
quantifiable cost-benefit analysis.389 Instead, I readily concede that content 
moderation, at least for the foreseeable future, will be messy and often 
wrong. But the best path forward lies in accepting and being open about 
this so that mistakes can be discovered and corrected, rather than merely 
ignored or assumed away. Experimentation is essential. The goal of 
acknowledging the systemic balancing inherent in content moderation is 
therefore not to provide a completely constraining adjudicative method, 
but to expose to public scrutiny the decisionmaking process already taking 
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place so it can be subject to public argumentation, contestation, and 
disruption.390 

The goal is not to completely constrain balancing but to make it more 
accountable and, thereby, legitimate.391 Because substantive outcomes will 
always be fundamentally contestable and contested, the task is not to arrive 
at “right” answers. Instead, “In conditions of relatively widespread 
reasonable disagreement . . . legitimacy connote[s] respect-worthiness.”392 
To issue respect-worthy decisions, users and society more broadly have 
general intuitions that some sort of “due process” should apply.393 And this 
has been reflected in demands for such process from civil society and 
academics.394 It is because of these demands and general due process 
intuitions that, despite having no legal obligation to provide procedural 
protections in content moderation, increasingly all platforms do: They all 
engage in varying degrees of transparency reporting, and have appeal sys-
tems of more or less robustness and effectiveness.395 The almost immutable 
lifecycle of user-generated content platforms is that after a certain scale 
such institutions of transparency and appeals become unavoidable.396 This 
shows the powerful hold that due process intuitions have on the public 
imagination, and also that platforms, in responding to them, recognize 
them as legitimate. 

Although only high level, there are general principles that can make 
this process of contestation more productive. The following sections look 
at this question first from the perspective of those designing the frontline 
institutions—platforms—and then from the perspective of their 
regulators. 
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1. Systemic Balancing for Platforms. — What does systemic balancing 
require of platforms? The central point is that this form of governance 
demands transparency and candor so that trade-offs can be meaningfully 
debated, experimented with, and ultimately accepted, or at least acqui-
esced to, including by those who disagree with substantive outcomes. Of 
course, “[c]alls for greater transparency in the critique of social media are 
so common as to be nearly vacant,”397 and perhaps this Article is merely 
adding one more cri de coeur to the pile. But understanding the nature 
of the balancing tasks that platforms are engaging in allows the kind of 
transparency required to be articulated with more specificity. 

First, rules need justification. Proportionality is intrinsically tied to a 
“culture of justification” that recognizes rules restricting rights as legiti-
mate only if the rulemaker provides adequate reasons, and not merely by 
pointing to naked authority.398 And within this framework, “The coin of 
the realm . . . is the scrutiny of justifications.”399 This is why “categorization 
and . . . balancing . . . involve two very different intellectual styles,”400 and 
demand “different types of reasons.”401 Moving from taxonomist to grocer 
makes the legitimacy of rules contingent on the rulemaker providing 
reasons that articulate the purpose of rules, the reason why they pursue 
legitimate aims, and what interests have been recognized and evaluated.402 
Platforms can no longer simply point to legal authority to make whatever 
rules they want. As platforms decide which rights and interests they will 
dignify, they need to explain how they have done so in order for their 
justifications to be assessed. Greater transparency can enhance trust and 
legitimacy by demonstrating “awareness of the intellectual, logistic, and 
moral depth” of content moderation decisions.403 No platform currently 
meets this need. Instead, as Bowers and Zittrain observe, “The inwards-
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looking, largely public relations-oriented content governance models so 
widely deployed today are unsatisfying.”404 Informed contestation around 
rules and whether they are based on relevant considerations can only take 
place once there is transparency. 

Again, the natural appeal of these characteristics is evident from 
platforms’ gradual voluntary iteration toward them in the face of 
mounting public and regulatory pressure, even without legal mandates to 
do so. Take, for example, the controversy around Twitter and Facebook’s 
different treatment of President Trump’s post that included the phrase 
“when the looting starts, the shooting starts.”405 Twitter placed the tweet 
behind a warning screen, while Facebook did not take any action.406 Both 
platforms acknowledged after the fact that they needed to be better at 
explaining how and when they applied their rules. Twitter said that “[w]e 
will continue to be transparent in how we make our decisions and be open 
with our rationale . . . . If we can’t explain and be confident in our 
determination, we will not label a Tweet.”407 Zuckerberg similarly agreed 
that “we should have a more transparent process about how we weigh the 
different values and equities at stake, including safety and privacy.”408 In 
both these cases then, neither platform reneged on its substantive deci-
sion, but both emphasized the importance of a transparent process and 
reasoning. 

Second, such justificatory reasoning must not be mere ad hoc bal-
ancing, but should be structured. Recent years have seen greater 
transparency of rules and public contestation around their merits. But the 
absence of any forum, method, or way of compelling platforms to 
participate has meant that such discourse is rarely focused and driven 
largely by what garners sufficient public outrage. This is clearly an 
unsatisfactory basis for deciding rules about speech, which should at least 
in some measure be protected against mere popular opinion. Developing 
methodological standards can be helpful here: Funneling such disputes 
through “the trappings of legal norms, methods, and determinacy or 
quasi-determinacy” can be both a protection against mere public pressure 
but also a way of maintaining sociological legitimacy for pervasive interest 
balancing, especially when countermajoritarian.409 
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This maps the evolution of proportionality in global constitutional-
ism. Proportionality is not just a fancy label for open-ended balancing.410 
Instead, it is a series of prescribed decisionmaking steps.411 Its structured 
nature gives it a greater disciplining and rationalizing effect412 and 
provides the framework through which the value judgments inherent in 
the process of balancing are made visible.413 As Schauer argues in one of 
the most important defenses of the rationality of balancing: “[T]his 
structure of burdens and presumptions . . . explains why it is a mistake to 
treat a proportionality enquiry as equivalent to an open-ended decision on 
the balance of all reasons and all facts . . . [and] gives a proportionality 
enquiry a degree of constraint . . . .”414 Discussed above are some of the 
challenges of simply transposing the structure of proportionality testing 
from a state-based adjudicatory environment to content moderation.415 
But there are still some central characteristics that can and should be 
adopted. Restrictions on speech need to be plainly and publicly stated in 
advance (legality); the purpose of these restrictions needs to be clearly 
articulated; and all the relevant interests that have been balanced need to 
be identified (legitimacy). Additionally, the restriction needs to be shown 
to actually further this purpose and the identified interests (suitability), 
and be no more extensive than necessary for doing so and in proportion 
with the importance of the aim (necessity and proportionality).416 
Stepping through each of these elements can help sharpen and focus the 
exact nature of disagreements. 

Because these requirements are so inherent to the method, the con-
cern is not that without transparency and structure, platforms might not be 
applying the proportionality framework correctly. Without transparency 
and structure, platforms cannot be applying the proportionality framework 
correctly. 

There are still many open questions to be answered, including the 
level of generality for justifications. If proportionality cannot be applied in 
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every case—as it surely cannot, given the issue of scale—should it be 
assessed at the level of each category of rules (for example, hate speech) 
or each subcategory (for example, white nationalism) or, for that matter, 
each region, country, or community? This is a hard question that has not 
been satisfactorily resolved in legal systems with experience applying these 
tests. Courts and decisionmakers are remarkably inconsistent about the 
requisite level of generality in areas as diverse as disparate impact law,417 to 
proportionality analysis in general freedom of expression jurispru-
dence.418 The best answer is likely to be that it depends on context: 
Questions about what constitutes “coordinated inauthentic behavior,” 
which is ostensibly content-neutral,419 for example, might be answered at 
a higher level of generality than what constitutes “hate speech,” which is 
inherently context- and culture-specific.  

Again, all these unknowns may suggest that fixating on reasoning 
structure as a constraint is hopelessly naïve. It seems to ignore everything 
legal realism has taught. But remember the currently completely uncon-
strained baseline. Structured reasoning does not and cannot promise to 
eliminate all subjectivity or manipulation toward preferred outcomes. It 
can, however, promise to make such manipulation more visible than the 
currently completely opaque and ad hoc systems. The goal is, as Justice 
Breyer has argued, to make “the calculus behind an opinion explicit so 
that it can be seen and criticized.”420 A failure to fully realize rule of law 
ideals should not lead to abandoning them entirely; there will be trade-
offs between “discretion, transparency, retroactivity, and intelligibility,” 
and finding the optimal level will include considering costs in multiple 
directions.421 The current reckoning around content moderation has been 
prompted by an emerging consensus that the level of platform discretion 
has been too high and the realization of the other important considera-
tions too low. Balancing these considerations and the fact that a level of 
discretion will always persist is no reason to forsake the project. 

Third, error rates need to be transparently acknowledged and 
defended. The unique challenges of online speech ecosystems force a 
probabilistic assessment of speech rights, but embarrassment about openly 
defending such decisions has forced consequential decisions about error-
choice into the shadows. Platforms need to display the same candor about 
their anticipation of mistakes as consistently as they did at the start of the 
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COVID-19 pandemic.422 The pandemic example proves the potential value 
of transparency and candor as well. As a result of being upfront about the 
unavoidable reason of increased reliance on AI tools and the resultant ex-
pectation of more mistakes, even the civil libertarian thinktank Electronic 
Frontier Foundation—normally highly critical of AI moderation—gave 
platforms credit for their frankness, accepted the decision in context, and 
focused on exhorting platforms to ensure such measures were tem-
porary.423 No doubt, many have been critical of platforms’ content moder-
ation during the pandemic, but such criticism is not due to transparency. 
There will always be criticism of content moderation; it pre-dates 
platforms’ increased transparency in recent years and will persist even if 
platforms meet all demands for greater disclosure. But it is only with 
transparency that such criticisms can be informed ones. 

Transparency also has costs and should not be unduly reified.424 It 
consumes resources, and it can reduce candor or increase scrutiny, 
thereby reducing trust. The answer to this is that while there may be trade-
offs, the baseline of near total opacity is unlikely to be the right answer. As 
has been noted in another context, “Reasonable minds may differ as to 
what the ideal balance . . . might be, but it seems unlikely that this balance 
should be left to the judgment of a private corporation.”425 

A corollary of error acceptance is the need for a way to challenge and 
rectify mistakes. Mistakes are inevitable, but not always acceptable. No 
doubt part of the reason platforms do not openly acknowledge their error 
choices is because they have failed to build adequately robust systems for 
error correction.426 The failure to provide adequate procedural checks is 
not separate but related to the dissatisfaction with the substantive rules. 
Mistakenly removing volunteer mask-makers or antiracist skinheads might 
be more readily acceptable, for example,427 if a reliable process existed for 
ensuring such mistakes were indeed temporary rather than relying on 
media outrage to force reversals. 

Finally, proportionality requires that enforcement be the least 
restrictive means.428 This is inextricable from proportionality and cannot be 
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a mere afterthought. The take-down/leave-up binary of content modera-
tion must be consigned to the posts-as-trumps era, and more imagination 
about other interventions is needed, as described above.429 And as 
platforms experiment more with interventions like labels, warning 
interstitials, nudges to read before sharing, or the ability to block or hide 
certain users or replies, they need to be transparent about the results of 
these measures so that their true (and not merely intuitive) propor-
tionality and probabilities can be assessed. 

An example of successful and accepted systemic balancing might be 
helpful: spam. Spam filters, which rely on block lists and Bayesian filters, 
are inherently probabilistic.430 As any email user can attest, spam filters 
regularly make mistakes. Spam is consistently one of the largest categories 
of content removal for every platform.431 Early on, there were concerns 
about the free speech implications of the probabilistic approach of spam 
filters given the propensity to block and chill some legitimate speech.432 
The controversy was never really resolved, but spam filtering is now 
generally accepted as an “essential part of the internet.”433 Indeed, 
“Removing spam is censoring content; it just happens to be content that 
nearly all users agree should go.”434 Here, the costs of spam speech, and 
especially the potential to flood non-spam content, have been accepted as 
outweighing the individual right to spam and the inevitable errors of spam 
filters. This has no doubt been aided by increasingly accurate spam 
filters—that is, better probabilities. Therefore, spam filters impose a 
probabilistic tax on internet free speech, but they have gained acceptance 
as a proportionate one.435 

2. Systemic Balancing for Regulators. — Governments themselves cannot 
perform the balancing or enforcement for all content moderation rules in 
the form of regulation. In many cases, content moderation extends far 
beyond the limits of a government’s constitutional power to regulate 
speech. But even in those cases where the government could, should, and 
increasingly will, proscribe certain speech, the scale of enforcement, the 
technical requirements for doing so, and the diversity and pace of change 
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of the online speech environment will always leave platforms as the 
primary regulators of online speech. The role of government regulators is 
therefore to institutionalize, incentivize, and verify the systemic balancing 
of platforms.436 Recognizing this illuminates some persistent points of 
contention with proposals for regulatory reform in this area. 

The first is that a punitive approach to regulation that punishes 
content moderation systems for individual errors is unrealistic and creates 
bad incentive problems. Because perfect enforcement is impossible, such 
an approach irreversibly puts a finger on the content moderation 
balancing calculus by making the platforms’ own interest significantly 
more weighty. This is just a recasting of the long-noted issue that online 
intermediaries are the “weakest link” in protecting speech because they 
have limited incentive to avoid over-censorship.437 The marginal benefit 
platforms receive from allowing any particular post to stay up is minimal, 
so potential liability for failure to remove even a single piece of offending 
content makes balancing simple. Experience with such laws “tells us that 
when platforms face legal risk for user speech, they routinely err on the 
side of caution and take it down.”438 Putting this in terms of systemic 
balancing: When regulators try to enshrine a particular balancing 
outcome into law, they can in fact change that balancing by tipping the 
scales of those that enforce it (the platforms) toward a higher probability 
of over-enforcement. 

The problem cuts both ways. A focus on individual errors also risks 
misdiagnosing the true problems with content moderation system de-
sign.439 As a report commissioned by the French Government noted, in the 
absence of sufficient data about how content moderation systems actually 
work, “the public authorities and representatives of civil society are 
reduced to highlighting individual examples of unmoderated or poorly 
moderated content. Yet these isolated failures are insufficient to prove a 
potential systemic failure.”440 And as Professors Nathaniel Persily and 
Joshua Tucker note, “[I]t is exceedingly easy (and often misleading) to 
find cursory evidence of anything on social media because there is so much 
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of it . . . . The more important questions . . . require much more complex 
research . . . .”441 Of course, platforms themselves are to blame for the 
current lack of systemic transparency, and for failing to sufficiently make 
the case for error rates being an inherent part of content moderation.442 
But as long as transparency remains voluntary, there is an incentive 
problem: The more information an individual platform makes available, 
the more scrutiny can be applied and the more criticism can be made. 
Transparency mandates enshrined in law are therefore crucial to make 
systemic accountability consistent across platforms. This is no doubt part 
of why bigger platforms, like Facebook, which have instituted transparency 
measures as a result of public pressure, advocate for them becoming 
enshrined in law.443 An important caveat is that the extent of mandated 
transparency should be made relative to a platform’s size, so that regula-
tory compliance does not become a barrier to entry. 

The second lesson for regulators is that there will always be categories 
of content moderation rules that private platforms can and should make 
that will be beyond the reach of the law to substantively regulate. This does 
not mean that there are no relevant speech interests; the balancing 
calculus is simply different. When the state is involved, the distrust of 
speech regulation is at its highest,444 the tools are at their bluntest, and the 
decisionmaking processes are at their slowest and most rigid. State actors 
will always have a role in defining illegal content, subject to the constraints 
of their particular constitutional system. Beyond this, state regulation of 
“legal but harmful” content is inherently fraught.445 

Therefore, third, the question is how to expand and legitimate these 
private systems of content moderation where government cannot reach 
but platforms should still be accountable.446 But how can the balancing of 
incommensurables premised on the inevitability of errors be accountable? 

Here, some intellectual modesty is required. Content moderation is 
in its adolescence. In its youth, it was dominated by a categorical, posts-as-
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trumps approach. It is now in a period of experimentation on its way to a 
more mature paradigm. But, as has been repeatedly emphasized, these 
laboratories of online governance cannot be evaluated or legitimated 
without transparency.447 Therefore the role of public regulation can be to 
turn the inward-looking and unsatisfying systems of content regulation 
outward448 and focus on making them more accountable and credible.449 
Simple disclosures from platforms will not be enough. Oversight and 
validation of the systems and figures that platforms invoke to demonstrate 
their responsible behavior is also necessary. In this period of experimenta-
tion, regulators should focus on verifying that content moderation systems 
do what they say on the tin. When platforms report ever greater takedowns 
of content and proactive detection by AI tools, regulators should 
independently audit these figures to verify these numbers and ensure they 
are not simply a result of decreases in decision quality. Such oversight can 
also help identify blind spots in company processes, such as Facebook’s 
civil rights audit, which identified simple changes in the interface content 
moderators use to increase accuracy.450 

A model for this kind of approach identified by the French gov-
ernment report is the financial sector, where independent audits focus on 
verifying that banks have appropriate systems in place, rather than 
punishing discrete instances of unlawful use of their services.451 The 
obvious merit of this model, aside from focusing on the systemic nature of 
content moderation, is that it does not require government involvement 
in substantive decisions about rules for online speech, but rather focuses 
on regulating systems and processes. 

The final lesson is to avoid lock-in. Every single choice in this context 
involves difficult trade-offs that will have unknown dynamic interactions 
not only within individual platforms, or across the broader internet eco-
system, but also with changes and developments in norms, expectations, 
and behaviors in the offline world. Oversight models need to provide 
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room to adapt and learn as these interactions become apparent and 
change. Focusing on transparency and procedural rights to challenge 
decisions and disrupt the status quo are the likeliest to enable this. These 
systems and platforms are still incredibly young—regulations that create 
path dependence and treat current platform configurations as inevitable 
only risk entrenching them. 

C. Returning from the Not-So-Exceptional State of Exception 

One question will dominate content moderation’s return to “normal” 
from its pandemic state of exception: If platforms could and did police 
misinformation more aggressively during a public health emergency, why 
don’t they do this all the time? Commentators began asking this question 
as soon as platforms’ state of emergency was declared.452 And, indeed, in 
certain cases the creep has already started.453 

The question is intuitive: For a long time, platforms resisted calls to 
remove content on the basis of falsity alone.454 Famously, they insisted they 
should not be “arbiters of truth,”455 categorically refusing to take content 
down because it is untrue. Then the pandemic caused platforms to change 
their position, almost literally overnight. Now, Facebook is removing false 
claims or conspiracy theories that have been flagged by authorities and 
that could cause harm.456 Twitter has a long list of types of false claims it 
will remove457 and has started labeling tweets that falsely link 5G to COVID-
19.458 The list of misinformation that YouTube is removing is similarly 
broad, including categories that could arguably be political, such as 
content disputing the efficacy of WHO or local health authority guidelines 
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on physical distancing measures.459 These platforms have proven they can 
remove misinformation—so why shouldn’t they do so across the board? 

First, even if “can” did necessarily imply “ought,” the “can” has not 
been demonstrated. There is no meaningful data on how effective 
platforms have been at enforcing their rules during the pandemic. There 
has been plenty of rhetoric about a firmer hand, but actual results remain 
opaque. The only thing that is certain is that policies are being both over- 
and under-enforced in certain cases. The extent of each, and in what ways, 
however, remains unknown. We currently know the proportionality of the 
rules that platforms formulated to deal with the pandemic, but we do not 
know any of the probabilities with which they have been enforced. There 
is no particular reason to assume that platforms have been unusually 
successful, given their poor track record on enforcement generally. But 
the pandemic created a forced experiment of heavy-handed, AI-depend-
ent content moderation, and the comparative results could usefully 
inform the debate over content moderation’s future. A first step for 
regulators should be forcing companies to share data so claims of efficacy 
can be evaluated. There are difficult privacy trade-offs here, and an exact 
regulatory model is beyond this Article’s scope. But laws clarifying privacy 
carve-outs for research and imposing obligations on the largest “data 
stewards” in society to contribute to public-facing research would be a 
start.460 

Even if one assumes that content moderation during the pandemic 
has largely been a success story, there remains the question of what to do 
once the public health emergency subsides. The invocation of emergency 
powers was welcome during the pandemic, but accepting such measures 
across all categories of content at all times would in fact significantly 
augment the unaccountable power that these companies exercise over 
public discourse.461 This is not a situation that should merely be stumbled 
into without introducing proper safeguards. 

It is beyond the scope of this Article to answer whether the treatment 
of health misinformation is a good model for the treatment of false speech 
more generally. This Article aims only to illustrate the terms on which this 
debate should take place, and show that the debate itself is one about 
proportionality and probability. 

Categorical reasoning makes the question one of definition and line-
drawing: Can you delineate between health misinformation and other 
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kinds of misinformation? The pandemic has made clear that categorical 
boundaries between health and politics are blurry at best.462 But treating 
all misinformation alike creates problems. Platforms had justified their 
more heavy-handed approach to content moderation during the pan-
demic, in part, based on the existence of more accepted “authoritative” 
sources of information, such as the WHO.463 To what authorities can plat-
forms appeal as having legitimacy to decide the truth or falsity of political 
claims?464 This can be described in terms of error rates: In the context of 
medicine, the category of content is easier to detect, and the evidentiary 
standards necessary to establish falsity are much easier to meet (although, 
as we have seen, by no means always easy465). As political scientists Sarah 
Kreps and Brendan Nyhan observe, “Standards of truth and accuracy in 
politics are more subjective and likely to provoke controversy.”466 The 
categorical framework also does not provide guidance on how to think 
about the very different nature of the harms involved in health and 
political misinformation, and the ways they might require different 
responses. The most effective and least restrictive means may be different. 

Proportionality and probability allow for a process of reasoning that 
can account for the different interests involved, their different weights, 
and the different error rates in enforcement across these different 
categories of content. This type of reasoning can also suggest responses 
that account for these differences and do not try to force the answer into 
the box of either categorically staying up or coming down. Finally, 
proportionality- and probability-based reasoning forces the question of 
whether the error rates that might seem acceptable in the context of a 
public health emergency are the same as those that are acceptable all the 
time. 

                                                                                                                           
 462. See, e.g., Isaac Stanley-Becker, Mask or No Mask? Face Coverings Become Tool in 
Partisan Combat., Wash. Post (May 12, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/ 
politics/in-virus-response-riven-by-politics-masks-are-latest-rorschach-test/2020/05/12/698 
477d4-93e6-11ea-91d7-cf4423d47683_story.html (on file with the Columbia Law Review) 
(explaining how decisions about mask wearing and other coronavirus responses have been, 
in part, politically motivated). 
 463. Facebook Press Call, supra note 10, at 17 (“[T]here are broadly trusted authorities 
who people across . . . society would all agree can arbitrate . . . what’s trustworthy and what’s 
not . . . .”). 
 464. On the difficulties of this, see, for example, Anton Troianovski, Fighting False News 
in Ukraine, Facebook Fact Checkers Tread a Blurry Line, N.Y. Times (July 26, 2020), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/26/world/europe/ukraine-facebook-fake-news.html 
(on file with the Columbia Law Review). 
 465. Renee DiResta, Health Experts Don’t Understand How Information Moves, 
Atlantic (May 6, 2020), https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/05/health-
experts-dont-understand-how-information-moves/611218 (on file with the Columbia Law 
Review) (“Determining who is an authoritative figure worth amplifying is more challenging 
than ever.”). 
 466. Sarah Kreps & Brendan Nyhan, Coronavirus Fake News Isn’t Like Other Fake 
News, Foreign Affs. (Mar. 30, 2020), https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2020-03-
30/coronavirus-fake-news-isnt-other-fake-news (on file with the Columbia Law Review). 
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A categorical frame obscures all this complexity, but determining 
what content moderation should look like after the crisis is no simple task. 
A lens of systemic balancing will at least ask the right questions. 

CONCLUSION 

Content moderation during the pandemic has simply made more 
apparent what is an ever-present truth: Platforms’ systems are governed by 
a logic of systemic balancing, where decisions are made on the basis of 
their proportionality and probabilities. Recognition of these precepts has 
been slow, not least because they seem at odds with the traditional 
categorical and individualistic framing of speech rights that dominates the 
First Amendment tradition from which the major tech platforms hail. But 
openly acknowledging these dynamics is the first step toward recalibrating 
around them in the internet’s adolescence, where laboratories of online 
governance must experiment to find acceptable and accepted solutions to 
the intractable challenges of online speech governance. 

Successful online speech governance is not an end point to be arrived 
at, but an ongoing project of iteration, calibration, and explanation based 
on changing rules, norms, and technical capacity. In this dynamic environ-
ment and new paradigm of private governance of publicly important 
speech, to subject online speech rights to proportionality analysis or 
systemic optimization is not to deny those rights altogether.467 In the 
modern platform era, it is the only way to legitimately realize them at all. 
  

                                                                                                                           
 467. Cf. Dworkin, supra note 51, at xi, 192 (1977). As Dworkin states, “Individuals have 
rights when, for some reason, a collective goal is not a sufficient justification for denying 
them what they wish, as individuals, to have or to do.” For it to be otherwise would “make 
[a] claim of a right pointless.” Id. 
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